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ABSTRACT 
Fourier Transform (FT) was developed for several 
ten years ago and it was very mature in both theoretical 
and practical situations. In practical case, Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) was included on many mathematical libraries 
of several computer languages, like Fortran & C， with both 
[7] 
sequential and parallel versions. Wavelet Transform
1
 can 
be considered as a child in the field of signal processing. 
Its properties and characteristics are still under 
investigation by many mathematicians and scientists. All of 
these work are on the theoretical aspect. In the practical 
aspect, sequential vers ions are available on both IBM 
and Digital Signal Processor (DSP)'
28
'» Parallel version is 
still not available on mini- or super-computer. My work is 
to investigate whether i t is feasible to implement the Fast 
Wavelet Trans form (FWT) on several parallel platforms, 
compare the performance on each platform and finally make 
recommendation on using which platform based on speedup, 
timing model analysis, load balance, quality factor and 
memory requirement. Two typical parallel architectures, 
shared memory and distributed m e m o r y , are being chosen to 
implement the Fast Wavelet Transform (FWT). In fact, the 
shared memory machine is a simulation software called 
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) from Emory University and 
丨⑴ 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1
 while the distributed 
memory machine is called DECmpp (Massively Parallel 




' . The FWT 
1 
has been successfully running on both types of parallel 
m a c h i n e s . Both machines are of the SIMD configuration and 
this includes one HOST and several N O D E s . I have chosen 
four nodes to implement the FWT since my aim is not on the 
speedup (it is well known that parallel program must run 
faster than sequential one). The main objective is to find 
out whether there are special features which favour the 
implementation on certain type of m a c h i n e . It is found that 
Shared Memory machine is more suitable than Distributed 
Memory machine because of the memory limitation. Effective 
memory size of Distributed Memory machine is just the size 
of each node in the present implementation. M o r e o v e r , 
before the maturity of autoparallelizer and from the 
programmer' s point of view， it is more practical to 
consider programming under shared memory environment. 
Several modifications are suggested in sect ion 8 and 
prospective researchers are encouraged to carry them out. 
Z 
1• TMTROnUCTIQN 
1.1. Fr>urier Analysis 
Fourier Series⑴ is used to decompose PERIODIC 
s i g n a
l s into the sum of sinusoids of a p p r o p r i a t e 
a m p l i t u d e s . This r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of periodic signals as the 
s u m
 of sinusoids of known frequencies is a very useful 
technique for system a n a l y s i s . For e x a m p l e , let a periodic 
signal be the input of a linear time invariant (LTI) 
s y s t e m , then the sinusoidal r e p r e s e n t a t i o n relates the 
signal input and the steady state o u t p u t . This is because 
the system has a definite response to each sinusoid at the 
input. The system's steady state response m a n i f e s t s itself 
as a change in the amplitude and as a shift in the phase of 
the sinusoid at the o u t p u t . The system gain change and 
phase shift can be applied to each sinusoid in the Fourier 
Series to evaluate the system's steady state o u t p u t . The 
signal x(t) can be expressed as follows: 
(i) real coefficient 
x ( r ) = ^ + ^ [ a ^ M ) ^ ^ ) ] d . i ) 
2 P P 
3 
(i i) complex coefficient 
« J2%kt 




m = \iaM for k^O 
and 
X{k) - for k<0 
mi 
Here the X(k) is the Fourier Trans form of the signal x(t). 
By definition, the Continuous Fourier Transform 
pair is as follows: 
= fx(t)e^dt (1-3) 
— 
一 0 0 
If. 
For discrete case, 
j^-l -J2%tn 
雄 ) = 柳 N ( K 3 ) 
The Fourier Transform (FT) has difficulty with (a) 
f u n c t i o n s、 having transient components like a step 
transition and (b) it does not convey any information 
• / 
pertaining to the translation of the signal in time. 
Problem (a) can be worked around by windowing the input 
data so that the sampled values converge to 0 at the 
endpoints. Problem (b) can be solved by using short-time 
Fourier Transform but have marginal success only. 
In recent years, new families of or thonormal 
basis functions have been discovered that lead to 
trans forms which overcome the problems of the Fourier 
“ ’’丨 7 "I 
Transform. These basis functions are called "wavelets"
1 J
 . 
They need not have infinite duration and can be nonzero for 
only a small range of the wavelet function. This "compact 
support" allows the Wavelet Transform to trans late a time-
domain function into a representation that is localized in 
both frequency and time^'. 
5 
1.2. Wavelet Analysis 




', the basic function 
wOc) = = cos x + jsin x (1.6) 
is the only function required to generate al1 2 pi-periodic 





】，we look for small 
waves to generate L (R) • This wavelet will generate all of 
L (R) as e! does in generating L {2T0) s p a c e . Small waves 
because every function in L (R) m u s t decay to zero at +/-
infinity. But if the wavelet has very fast d e c a y , it must 
be shifted in order to cover the whole real line. M o r e o v e r , 
as in the FT situation, we must also consider waves with 
different frequencies. For computational e f f i c i e n c y , 
integral power of 2 for frequency partitioning is used. 





The above equation is obtained by a binary dilation and a 
dyadic translation of k/2
J
. 






(i) Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) 
CWTixff); aM = f x ( t ) ^ j m ( 1 •8) 
where 
幼 a1^ a J 
T(r) is analysis wavelet prototypes. 
Note that parameters a， b， t vary continuously and * stands 
for complex conjugate. 
(i i) Wavelet Series Transform (WST) 
jeZ keZ 
where 
d沐=CWT i x(t)； a 二饭,b - kd、 
is synthesis -wavelet prototype. 
Note that time remains continuous but time-scale parameters 
(b，a) are sampled on a so-called "dyadic" grid in the time-
scale plane (b，a). 
7 
(iii) Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
The DWT is in fact very close to wavelet series 
but in contrast applies to discrete-time signals x [ n ] , n e Z . 
It achieves a muitiresolution decomposition of x[n] on J 
octaves labelled by j = 1， 3， given by 
m = E E
 +
 E W ^ i
 ( 1 1 0 ) 
户 1 teZ 
The h.[n-2
f







An additional (low pass) term is used to ensure perfect 
j 
reconstruction； the corresponding basis functions gj[n-2 k] 
are called "scaling sequences". 
The DWT computes "wavelet coefficients" d|
>((
 for 
j = 1，...，J and "scaling coefficients" C
3 k
， w h i c h are given 
by 
DWTWl； 2 ^ 2 4 = A 休 = ( l . l l a ) 
n 
and 
" E ^ k ^ -
2 7
* ! (l.llb) 
n 
Wavelets and scaling sequences must be deduced 
from one octave to the next. g[n] & h[n] are the low pass 
and high pass filter impulse response respectively. The 
wavelets and scaling sequences are obtained iterativeiy as 
8 
ftW = g[n] , ^ w = A W ( 1 . 1 2 a ) 
gjjftl = [ gjLKigln-2k] (1 • 12b) 
hJ+l[n} = £ hjLk]g[n-2k] (1.12c) 
k 
i.e. one goes from one octave j to the next j +1 by applying 
the interpolation operator 




1.3.1. Data Dependency Analysis'
1 6
' 
Data dependencies study is one of the approaches 
t o
 detect parallelism, i.e. to find the sets of computation 
which can be performed simultaneously. The presence of 
dependence between two computations implies that they 
cannot be performed in parallel. The fewer the 
dependencies
 f
 the greater the parallelism. Data 
dependencies study can be divided into several levels: (a) 
blocks-of-computation level, (b) statement level, (c) 
variable level and (d) bit level. Types (a) & (d) are 
useful when applied to multiprocessor computer and 
designing efficient Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)• Since my 
project is not in the above two aspects, only dependencies 
of types (b) & (c) will be considered. 
In order to illustrate the idea more effectively, 
an example is quoted here. Consider the following sequences 
of statements: 
Sj ： W = X + Y 
s
2
 ： X = W + Z 
s
3
 ： W = W + X 
10 
The d e p e n d e n c i e s can best be d e s c r i b e d by a D D G (Data 
D e p e n d e n c i e s G r a p h ) which is drawn below： 
F i g . 1.1 





 (dependencies dj & d
2
 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
Statement S
2





)， a n d the previous value of X was used in 
statement S
{
 (dependence d^) ； both statements Sj and S3 
p r o d u c e v a r i a b l e W (dependence d
5
) ； statement S3 p r o d u c e s 
variable W , p r e v i o u s l y used in statement S
2
 and in S3 itself 
(dependencies and dy r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
Three types of d e p e n d e n c i e s can be identified: 
(i) D a t a - f l o w d e p e n d e n c e - value of a variable produced in 
11 
a statement will be used in subsequent statements, e . g . dj , 
d^ & … ； ( i i) Data Ant idependence - value produced in one 
statement has been previously used in another statement or 




; (iii) Data-Output 
Dependence - two statements produce the same variable， e . g . 
d” All these three types dependencies do not allow parallel 
execution. Reason for types (i) & (iii) are very o b v i o u s . 
For type (i i) , if it is violated, then it is possible to 
overwrite some variables before they are u s e d . 
Briefly speaking, data-flow dependence has a 
write-before-read o r d e r i n g , antidependence has a read-
be for e-wr i te ordering and data-output dependence has a 
write-before-write o r d e r i n g . 
12 
2 . LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 One dimensional Fast W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m (Discrete)⑷ 
W a v e l e t bases can be formed by m a n y functions 












5 > 礼 《 = 0 
kez (2.1c) 
for I * Q 
(d) 
5 > 代 = 2 (2.Id) 
keZ 
13 
One such group of functions!
8
】 is shown below： 
a
 • 1[(1 t-cosa +siiia)(l -cosp -sinP) + 2sinpcosa] (2.2a) 
4 




 = |[l+cos(«»p) + sm(«-p)] (2.2c) 
a, = i[l+cos(a-p) - sin(a-p)] (2.2d) 
1 2 
^2 = 1- a_2 - a0 (2.2e) 
a
z
 = 1- a.! - aj (2.2f) 
As m e n t i o n e d in the section 1.2, the signal x[n] 
J . 
is a sequence of discrete p o i n t s , y
J p
, sampled at 2 points 




 are calculated by direct 
convolution of x[n] samples with the coefficients a
k
. 
Daubechies has discovered that the W a v e l e t 
Transform can be implemented with a specially designed pair 
of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters called a 
1 4 
I "Quadrature Mirror Filter" (QMR) p a i r . FIR filters and QMFs 
come from the field of digital signal p r o c e s s i n g . A FIR 
filter performs the dot product (or sum of products) 
between the filter coefficients and the discrete samples in 
the tapped delay line of the filter. The act of passing a 
set of discrete s a m p l e s , representing a signal, through a 
FIR filter is a discrete convolution of the signal with the 
filter's c o e f f i c i e n t s . QMFs are distinctive because the 
frequency response of the two FIR filters separate the 
high-frequency and low-frequency components of the input 
signal. The dividing point is usually halfway between 0 Hz 
and the Nyquist frequency. The output of the QMF filter 
pair are decimated by a factor of 2. The low-frequency 
filter output is fed into another identical QMF filter 
pair. This operation can be repeated recursively as a tree 
or pyramid a l g o r i t h m . Mai lat has shown that the tree or 
pyramid algorithm can be applied to the wavelet transform 
by using the wavelet coefficients a^ as the filter 
coefficients of the QMF filter p a i r s . The same wavelet 
coefficients are used in both low-pass and high-pass 
filters. The output of each low-pass filter is the C .
k
 of 
the original signal for that level of the tree. The output 
of each high-pass filter is the d.
 k
 of the original signal 
at resolution 2丨.The C
f
 u of the previous level are used to 
1» K 




 for the next level of the tree 
as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
15 
2： 1 2'i 
v
 L
p — ^ - r - L P —
p
^ — L P — ^ - r L P — C ( 1 ) 
Y
J,P T ^ T 
2 : 1 
L h p — d( 
2 : 1 
L _ h p , — d( j-3,k) 
2 : 1 
L
H
p - ^ d(J-2,k) 
2 : 1 
、 l - H P - ^ d(J-l ,k) 
2:1 
— H P - ^ d(J,k) 
Fig. 2. 1 
The reverse fast wavelet transform essentially performs the 
forward fast wavelet transform in the opposite direction. 
The expansion coefficients (C.^ & d
j k
) are combined to 
reconstruct the original signal. The same a. coefficients 
are used as in the forward transform, but in reverse order. 





 into of the next higher level . Instead 
of decimation, the signals are interpolated: Os are placed 
between each C and d. The intermediate 0 values are 
replaced by "estimates" derived from the convolutions. The 
filters' output are then scummed to form the Cs of the next 
higher level. The final set of Cs at the tree's top level 
16 
is a r e c o n s t r u c t i o n of the o r i g i n a l s i g n a l . 
:: The Fast W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m (FWT) is m o r e 
c o m p u t a t i o n a l l y e f f i c i e n t than the F F T . For a signal of 
length N , FFT requires Niog
2
N o p e r a t i o n s w h i l e FWT requires 
only a p p r o x i m a t e l y N o p e r a t i o n s . 
•» t l M ,• 
17 
2 . 2 . Shared Memory Architecture : 
Parallel Virtual M a c h i n e (PVM) 
PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)'
1 2
' is a software 
package that is based on UDP and TCP sockets. It enables 
concurrent computing on loosely coupled networks of 
processing elements. PVM may be implemented on a hardware 
base consisting of different m a c h i n e a r c h i t e c t u r e s , 
including 、ingie CPU s y s t e m s , vector m a c h i n e s , and 
m u l t i p r o c e s s o r s . These computing elements may be 
interconnected by one or m o r e n e t w o r k s , which may 
themselves be different (e.g. E t h e r n e t , the Internet, and 
fiber optic n e t w o r k s ) . These computing elements are 
accessed by applications via a library of standard 
inter face routines. These routines allow the initiation and 
termination of processes across the network as well as 
communication and synchronization between p r o c e s s e s . 
Application programs are composed of components 
that are subtasks at a moderately level of granularity. 
During execution, multiple instances of each component may 
be initiated. Fig 2.2 depicts a simplified architectural 
overview of the PVM system. 
18 
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F i g . 2.2 PVM A r c h i t e c t u r e Model 
A p p l i c a t i o n programs view PVM as a general and 
flexible parallei computing resource that supports shared 
memory， m e s s a g e passing and hybrid models of c o m p u t a t i o n . 
This resource may be accessed at three different levels: 
(i) the transparent m o d e in which component instances are 
automatically located at the most appropriate sites, (ii) 
the archi tec ture-dependent m o d e in which the user may 
indicate specific architectures on which particular 
components are to execute, and (iii) the low-level m o d e in 
which a particular m a c h i n e may be specified. Such layering 
permits flexibility while retaining the ability to exploit 
particular strengths of individual machines on the n e t w o r k . 
The PVM user interface is strongly typed； support for 
19 
operating in a h e t e r o g e n e o u s e n v i r o n m e n t is p r o v i d e d in the 
form of special c o n s t r u c t s that s e l e c t i v e l y p e r f o r m 
m a c h i n e - d e p e n d e n t data c o n v e r s i o n s w h e r e n e c e s s a r y . All 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n done inside PVM uses the external d a t a 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s t a n d a r d , X D R . Inter-instance c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
constructs include those for the exchange of data 
structures as well as h i g h - l e v e l p r i m i t i v e s such as 
b r o a d c a s t , barrier s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n , m u t u a l e x c l u s i o n , and 
r e n d e z v o u s :、 
20 
2.3. Distributed Memory Architecture ： 
Massively Parallel M a c h i n e (DECmpp) 
The DECmpp 12000 Massively Parallel C o m p u t e r , 
with 8192 processor elements, has a peak performance of 665 
IViFLOPS and 13000 M I P S . Total available runtime memory is 
512 M B y t e , with 11.2 GByte high speed parallel disk space 
for data storage. Parallel C , parallel Fortran and 
parallel M o d u l o 2 compilers, plus a host of optimized 
parallel math and image libraries, provide the necessary 
tools for computationally intensive research w o r k . The 
system is capable of executing a single instruction 
simultaneously on each individual processor and hence it is 
a SIMD m a c h i n e . The program instructions are executed 
serially on each processor as on a conventional m a c h i n e , 
the parallel nature lies in the fact that the instructions 
and variables are broadcast throughout the parallel a r r a y . 
Such variables are declared plural variables and are 
allocated on the parallel processor a r r a y . Other variables 
which behave in the conventional way are called singular 
variables. The parallel processing system consists of (see 
F i g . 2.3): 
21 
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Fig. 2.3 Overview of DECmpp Sx system 
2.3.1. Front End 
The front end is a standard ULTRIX system call 
server. It has 280 MByte of m e m o r y , 1,33 GByte of hard 
disk. It is responsible for job handling， communication 
with the back end processor elements array and, in Fortran 
environment, sequential and scalar operation. 
22 
2 . 3 . 2 . Back End 
The backend consists of two e n t i t i e s , the array 
control unit (ACU) and the array of 8192 processor elements 
(PE). 
2 . 3 . 3 . A r r a y Control U n i t 
�•^.... 
The A r r a y Control U n i t has 1 M B y t e of instruction 
m e m o r y with virtual m e m o r y up to k GByte， plus 128 KByte of 
data m e m o r y . It is responsible for broadcasting data， 
instruction, and performing global reduction as well as 
global logical o p e r a t i o n . In the 'C' e n v i r o n m e n t , the 
sequential/scalar operations are carried out h e r e . 
2 . 3 . 4 . Processor Elements 
The 8192 processor elements are arranged in a 
rectangular m e s h , 128 by 6k. Each element has 6k KByte of 
R A M , which m e a n s a total of 512 M B y t e . It performs parallel 
operations in both Fortran and C e n v i r o n m e n t . 
23 
2 . 3 . 5 . Connection Methods 
There are three connection methods employed for 
communication: 
(i) XNET connection： all elements are connected to their 8 
nearest neighbour (including those on edges of the 
rectangle using toroidal wrap topology). Total aggregate 
communication bandwidth is 11.5 G B y t e / s e c . 
(ii) Global Router： 3 global routers, similar to 
satellites, allow arbitrary . connection between any 2 
elements in the a r r a y . Total aggregate communication 
bandwidth via this method is 650 M B y t e / s e c . 
(iii) Broadcast & Global Reduction： These o p e r a t i o n s , 
performed by the Array Control U n i t , allow distribution of 
data and instruction to all elements on one h a n d， a n d 
global addition as well as logical operation on ail 
elements on the other h a n d . 
2.3.6. Disk Array 
An array of 16 disks with a total of 11.2 GByte 
formatted disk space act as data storage for the computer. 
An additional 750 MByte hot standby disk provides emergency 
storage space. Transparent disk striping is used to speed 
up transfer rate, resulting in a sustained transfer rate of 
9 M B y t e / s e c . 
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3. THEORY 
3.1. Parallel Processing 
T h e r e are two approaches to implement parallel 
supercomputer： (a) connecting two or m o r e standard 
s u p e r c o m p u t e r s , (b) connecting large numbers of slower 
p r o c e s s o r s . The first approach is quite expensive since the 
demand is low. The second approach is currently being 
pursued by a number of companies and in research efforts 
because it is i n e x p e n s i v e . T h e r e are several p e r f o r m a n c e 
m e a s u r e m e n t concerning about the parallel processing which 
are as follows: 
3.1.1. Amdahl 's Law[
2
】,⑷ 
11 puts a limit on the speedup that can be 
achieved in the parallel processing of a given a l g o r i t h m . 
Speedup for P processors is defined as 
T 
Sp = 』 (3.1) 
where T, = execution time for best serial a l g o r i t h m in 
single processor 




f : fraction of the sequential a l g o r i t h m that m u s t 
be run sequentially (not p a r a l l e i i z a b l e ) 
= A m d a h l ' s fraction 




 = ~ — (3.3) 
p
 i士(p-iy 
T h u s , there is a limit to the speed up a c h i e v a b l e 
through Parallel Processing no matter how m a n y processors 
are u s e d , since: 
lim S
p
 = lim - - ~
1 
p  v r 
Amdahl ' s law states that the improvement in 
performance of a parallel a l g o r i t h m over a corresponding 
sequential a l g o r i t h m is limited by the fraction of the 
a l g o r i t h m that cannot be p a r a l l e l i z e d . T h u s , if 5% of an 
a l g o r i t h m cannot be p a r a l l e l i z e d , the m a x i m u m speedup is 20 
no matter how m a n y additional processors are a v a i l a b l e . 
A g a i n , this apparent limit to the potential 
usefulness of parallei processing does not stand up to 
closer s c r u t i n y . It is a fact that, in m o s t engineering and 
scientific computing p r o b l e m s , the A m d a h l ' s fraction f 
26 
depends upon the problem size n . In other w o r d s , f is a 
certain function of n , i.e. f(n). An effective parallel 
algorithm is defined as one in which 1im f(n) = 0 . 
T h e n , the speedup of an effective parallel 
algorithm has a limit which is defined as linear speedup 
limSp = P 
I
 p 
T h u s , contrary to Amdahl's law, m a x i m u m speedup, 
or linear speedup, can be approached by effective parallel 
algorithms when applied to large p r o b l e m s . Hence， a larger 
parallel machine should be used to solve larger examples of 
a given problem rather than to solve same-sized problems 
m o r e quickly. Note that the larger the problem size, the 
larger the memory size must be, since otherwise the speedup 
is limited m o r e by the memory size than by the number of 
processors. A l s o , note that distributed memories among the 
processors allow m o r e effective use of a large system 
memory for a given problem size n and number of processors 
P . 
Most engineering and scientific computing 
problems exhibit this kind of behavior: 
firi) - 0 as n ^ co 
Consequently, effective parallel algorithms do exist to 
27 
s o i v e
 them so that A m d a h l ' s law can be c i r c u m v e n t e d for 
p r o b l e m s of large size and the full power of p a r a l l e l 
p r o c e s s i n g can be u n l e a s h e d to a p p r o a c h the ideal speedup 
equal to the number of p r o c e s s o r s . This has recently been 
confirmed at Sandia N a t i o n a l Laboratories
1 2
' w h e r e almost 
I u n e a r speedup has been a c h i e v e d on a 1024-processor 
h y p e r c u b e for a number of p r a c t i c a l p r o b l e m s . 
M o r e insight into the s c a l a b i l i t y of parallel 
p r o c e s s i n g systems is p r o v i d e d by the following analysis 
based on the e x p o s i t i o n in [3]. 
Let us consider an N - n o d e H y p e r c u b e in which N二 
Let us d e f i n e : 
W = Total w o r k l o a d (sequential) 
c = c o m m u n i c a t i o n s and task switching overhead 
g = giobality of data (g 二 0 m e a n s data is in local m e m o r y 
and g 二 1 m e a n s data needed can be found in any n o d e ) 
The a v e r a g e number of hops for c o m m u n i c a t i o n is then 
Assuming that each node r e q u i r e s , on the a v e r a g e , m m e m o r y 
a c c e s s e s , the w o r k l o a d on N nodes is the original w o r k l o a d 
plus the c o m m u n i c a t i o n s overhead 
28 
! W + cm-^NlogJf ( 3 . 5 ) 
If S is the speed of one processor, the execution 
time for the entire workload in one processor in Tj = W/S 




/ N S . 
Assuming that the workload W is 100% 
paralle l i z a b l e , the relative performance of N nodes 
compared to ,one node is: 
P _ 圣 - N =
 r o AT (3.6) 
^ 1 + c w 丄 ^ ; l o g j A T 
1+gW 灯 
and the efficiency is: 
！. Pn 1 e
 = T — J Z (3.7) N
 l+Cift^^lQg^ 
The expression for P
N
 indicates that it is 
possible to get arbitrarily high performance on hypercube 
(linear speedup) if the workload is large enough, provided 
that W/N (grain size) is suitable for each processor and 
that the communications load does not increase too rapidly 
with N . 
Ug对 
29 
： It is important to note that although performance 
c a n
 be increased indefinitely by adding m o r e nodes， 
efff iciency may be low. T h u s , since we would iike the 
efficiency to be as close as to 1 as possible even for very 
large N , 
cm-S-^lQfeAT ^ 6 
l+gW 
for a suitably small i> > 0 . This will be true if 
U t o f e A T 
N ^ 
which defines the grain size (computational workload per 
node) to achieve a certain efficiency in the presence of a 
communications overhead that increases as cm i o g f . 
If cm depends on N and W and grows with the grain 
size sufficiently fast, the efficiency will be low. 
O t h e r w i s e , for sufficiently large grain size, the 
efficiency will be h i g h . 
These results on speedup and efficiency as a 
function of the number of hypercube processors have been 
confirmed experimentally for many different algorithms 
[31 





number of arithmetic operations (3.8) 
q 一 number of data mcvements 
This is a m e a s u r e of the relative importance of 
arithmetic operations and access to the o p e r a n d s . A large 
ratio implies large g r a n u l a r i t y . 
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3 . 2 . Parallei A r c h i t e c t u r e 
G e n e r a l l y s p e a k i n g , computer systems can be 
c l a s s i f i e d by one of the standard way called Flynn
 r
s 
T a x o n o r n ^ ^ . T h e r e are four basic types: 
(i) Single Instruction s t r e a m - Single Data s t r e a m (SISD) 
(The Von N e u m a n n m o d e l ) 
(ii) Single instruct ion s t r e a m - M u l t i p l e Data s t r e a m 
(SIMD) 
(iii) M u l t i p l e instruction s t r e a m - Single Data stream 
(MISD) 
(iv) Afultipie Instruction s t r e a m - M u l t i p l e Data s t r e a m 
(MIMD) 
The Von N e u m a n n m o d e l has been used for over 40 
years and it is extended to p e r f o r m parallel p r o c e s s i n g . 
The m a i n ways used to extend the sequential Von N e u m a n n 
model to parallei a r c h i t e c t u r e s are by employing the 
concepts of pipelining，vector processors，array processors 
and multiprocessors^. 
3 . 2 . 1 . Pipelining'
1 5
' 
A task T is divided into several subtasks Tj , 丁2， 
....，T^ and assigns them to a chain of processing s t a t i o n s . 
After the chain is filled up with the s u b t a s k s , the 
parallei processing of tasks is a c h i e v e d . 
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 are in stage 1 of the c a l c u l a t i o n 
- O n the second clock cycle 





 are in stage 1， a n d 
一 On the third clock cycle 
. a j and b
}





 are in stage 2, and 
. a
3
 and b^ are in stage 1. 
F i g . 3.2(a) Status of the pipeline on the i
t h
 clock cycle 
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3.2.2. Vector Processors 
It is specially designed to perform vector 
computations. For example, a vector addition involves 
several additions over different vector elements and these 
additions can be executed in parallel. Since vectors are 
one-dimensional arrays and the same sequence of operations 
is repeated for every vector element, vector processing is 
ideally suited to pipeline arithmetic. 
3.2.3. Multiprocessor 
As the name implied, several processors are 
gathered together and interconnected. Each performs the 
instructions simultaneously and independently. Two possible 
communication methods exist: (i) Shared Memory - processors 
communicate by using a common (global) memory area. Each 
processor operates on its own instruction stream. The 
architecture of a SIMD shared memory is shown in Fig. 
3.2(b)
1 1 6 1
. The memory modules are separated from the 
processing elements through an interconnection network. Any 
processing element PE can access any memory m o d u l e s . The 
network allows parallel access to the shared m e m o r i e s . The 
advantage of this architecture is that it allows more 
processor-to-memory mapping functions which in turns mean 
that more algorithms can be more easily mapped into it. But 
the memory-access time is increased due to more data 
switching. M o r e o v e r , the control of network becomes more 
3 紅 
complex due to frequent memory access. 
HOST I 
I 
八 少 0 Data bus 
r< — 
C U memory in control 
C U 
小 Control Bus 
小 V v • 
0 • • • 0 
% • 
^ v ‘ ^ , ‘ 
. Alignment network p 





 . . .
 M
m 
F i g . 3.2(b) Shared-memory SIMD computer 
(ii) M e s s a g e Passing - processors communicate by passing 
messages through physical communication links. The m e m o r y 
is distributed among the processors. The a r c h i t e c t u r e of a 
一 [ 1 6 ] 
SIMD distributed memory is shown in F i g . 3.2(c) . The 
control unit fetches instructions from the CU's m e m o r y and 
executes the instructions. If they are vector i n s t r u c t i o n s , 
the CU broadcasts it to the PE array. If the PEs need to 
fetch data from their own m e m o r y , the CU broadcasts the 
addresses to the P E s . The instruction issued by the CU 
normally supplies the same address to ail p r o c e s s o r s . Each 
processor has communication ports and data b u f f e r s . The 
inteconnection network performs several mapping f u n c t i o n s , 
depending on the network topology and the control received 
from the C U . 
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- Interconnection network (IN) <—— 
F i g . 3.2(c) Local-memory SIMD computer 
3.2.4. Array Processors 
A group of processing elements (PE) is operated 
synchronously under the supervision of a control u n i t . The 
control unit broadcasts data and instruction to each 
processing element. Each processing element operates on 
different data but the same instruction s y n c h r o n o u s l y . It 
is sometimes called data parallei processor or SIMD 
computer. The architecture is shown in F i g . 3.2(d)'
1 6
'. It is 
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F i g . 3.2(d) Array processor organization 
3.2.5. Systolic Array Processing — 
Systolic arrays are pipelined array processors 
consist of identical cells which performs simple arithmetic 
functions. The cells usually contain one or two registers, 
an adder and a multiplier. The reason of using a simple 
C
e l l is as follows： VLSI technology has made possible to 
integrate a large no. of components into a single silicon 
chip and this make feasible to fabricate a simple structure 
like that of systolic array into it. In order to fully 
utilize the chip area, the types of cell are as few as 
possible. And the interconnection pattern should be simple 
and regular, with only local connections of processing 
elements and without long wires that would need more area 
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o r m
o r e energy to drive them. M o r e o v e r , long wire may 
I introduce delay which violates its high speed of operation. 
Since systolic array is highly regular, only 
aigorithms with repetitive computations will perform well 
o n
 it. The operation of this array is under the supervision 
of controller. It provides control signals and input data, 
and collects results. It acts as a bridge between the host 
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F i g
. 3.2(e) B a s i c p r i n c i p l e of s y s t o l i c p r o c e s s i n g 
T h e o p e r a t i o n is best d e s c r i b e d by using an e x a m p l e of a 
m a t r i x - v e c t o r m u l t i p l i c a t i o n as follows： 




 y i 
y2 = °21 ^22 + yi 
y
3
) [ % ^ I N [yl 
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The calculation is computed on three p i p l i n e d p r o c e s s i n g 
elements (cells). Five steps (tl to t5) are n e c e s s a r y to 
complete the c a l c u l a t i o n . The inputs are fed to the cells 
and partial results are travelled from one ceil to the 
n e x t . The correct results are obtained by sending the 
proper inputs to the proper cell at the right t i m e s . Each 
cell computes the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n between the upper and 
lower data and then the addition between the left hand data 




The granularity of a parallel computer is the 
size of the units (the number of instructions that can be 
performed concurrently before s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n ) by which 
kO 
work is allocated to processors. Such units of work in turn 
determine the size of the processing element (PE) of the 
machine and affect the number of processing element since 
there is a tradeoff between the size and the number of 
processing element as mentioned in section 3.1.1. 
Parallelism can be classified into three main 
categories: coarse-grain, fine-grain and medium-grain. 
Coarse-grain parallelism implies small numbers of large and 
complex processors. Fine-grain parallelism implies large 
numbers of small and simple processors. The intermediate 
possibilities between these two extremes can be referred to 
as medium-grain parallelism. In coarse-grain architectures, 
it is usually possible to decompose a problem into tasks 
t h a t
 need to communicate only infrequently. In fine-grain 
architectures, tasks that can be executed independently in 
each processor are small, and interprocessor communications 
may dominate the total amount of work. This makes it more 
difficult to achieve high efficiency. For a given 
application, the number of processors that can be used 
efficiently depends on the parallelism that exists 
intrinsically in the application and on the size of the 
problem. SIMD machines are best suited to fine- to medium-
grain parallelism while MIMD machines are more appropriate 
for medium- to coarse-grain parallelism. 
Hk；'. “ y 
3.2.7. Load Balancing & Throughput 
To increase the efficiency of a particular 
application p r o g r a m , it is necessary to m a k e each 
processing element doing useful work for as much time as 
p o s s i b l e . This means that the processing elements must be 
avoided staying in a state waiting for some information 
from other processing e l e m e n t s . A l t e r n a t i v e l y , we can say 
that giving an amount of time, we try to optimize the 
throughput of the s y s t e m . 
kl 
【 1 5 1 
3 . 3 . P a r a l l e l P r o g r a m m i n g
1 1 
R e c e n t d e v e l o p m e n t s in computer a r c h i t e c t u r e h a v e 
led to language d e v e l o p m e n t s designed to exploit the new 
f a c i l i t i e s . Some s o f t w a r e tools h a v e been d e v e l o p e d to 
a s s i s t the transfer of a sequential code to a parallel 
e n v i r o n m e n t . T h e r e are very few p r o g r a m m i n g languages in 
common use that e x p l i c i t l y support p a r a l l e l i s m . R a t h e r , 
extensions to existing languages have been made， such as 
Fortran (mpl_f77 of D E C m p p ) and M o d u l a r - 2 ( P a r a l l a x i s ) . 
Some c o m p i l e r s h a v e the c a p a b i l i t y of a u t o m a t i c a l l y 
generating parallel object code from a sequential source 
(autoparal l e l i z a t i o n ) . This is a c h i e v e d by one of the 
following two ways: (a) parallei c o n s t r u c t s are used to 
replace sequential c o n s t r u c t s ; (b) compiler d i r e c t i v e s are 
added to indicate the potential for c o n c u r r e n c y . 
In w r i t i n g parallei p r o g r a m s , two p r o g r a m m i n g 
paradigms m u s t be kept in m i n d : process s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n for 
shared m e m o r y s y s t e m and m e s s a g e - p a s s i n g for d i s t r i b u t e d 
m e m o r y s y s t e m s . For process synchronization， we need to 
c r e a t e , destroy and identify p r o c e s s e s . In addition， we 
have to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between global variables (available 
to all p r o c e s s o r s ) and local v a r i a b l e s . For m e s s a g e -
pass ing , w e need to send a m e s s a g e from one process to 
another and receive a m e s s a g e in one process from a n o t h e r . 
Besides these o n e - t o - o n e mechanism， the b r o a d c a s t and 
gather facilities are also e s s e n t i a l . 
3•红.Parallel Numerical Algorithm 
3.^.1. Parallelism Within a Statement'
1 6
' 
This type of parallelism can take advantage of 
the associative (Fig,3.4(a))， commutative (Fig.3.紅（b))， and 
distributive (Fig.3.4(c)) properties of arithmetic 
express ions. 
(((a+b)xc)xd) (a+b)x(c+d) 
f T ： 
: I L 一 咖 3 
Fig. 3•仁（a) Parallelism by associativity 
kk 
a x ( b
+
c ) x d ^ x d x (b+c) 
1 登： 
, 、 V 、 Step 3 
—• • —1— 
F i g . 3.4(b) Parallelism by commutativity 




V step 3 
. I . I . ! •!! • • ‘ ‘ * ‘ * “‘ ‘ ‘ 
Fig. 3.4(c) Parallelism by distributivity 
k5 
For those arithmetic operators ( + ， - ， x ) or logic 
operators (AND, O R ) , if only ONE processor is used, then 
the calculation of an expression containing n operands 
requires n-1 units of time. If more processors are used， 
the expression can be calculated in log
2
n units of time 
(lower limit) . The communication time is neglected. For 
example, addition of 8 numbers can be finished in three 
steps if k processors are used as shown in Fig. 3•铋（d). 




3•铋.2. Parallelism Between Statements 
Data dependence graphs are used to exploit the 
parallelism between s t a t e m e n t s [⑷ . B u t sometimes parallelism 
can be increased by rewriting the statements. Statement 
substitution is sometimes u s e f u l . For example， 
Si: x = a + bed 
S
2
： y = ex + f 
S^: z = my + x 
The dependence graph is shown in F i g . 3.4(e). If 
parallelism analysis is carried out at statement level, it 
can be concluded that there is no paral lei ism due to the 
dependencies between statements (a total of 7 steps). 
N e v e r t h e l e s s , if parallei ism is considered at variable 
level , only five steps are required as shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 3 . 紅 ⑴ 
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k . IMPLEMENTATION 
fy. I • Sequential V e r s i o n s ^ ' 
The detailed d e s c r i p t i o n of the a l g o r i t h m has 
been m e n t i o n e d in section 1.2. The following diagrams show 
m o r e clearly the o p e r a t i o n of both the forward and reverse 
fast wavelet t r a n s f o r m . 
2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 
Y r
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Fig. 1 (c) 
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I F i g . U ⑷ 
The above a l g o r i t h m has been implemented on m a c h i n e s with 
n o d e n a m e "iesunl" and D E C m
P P
. The programs are a t t a c h e d on 
the enclosed floppy d i s k s . They are well d o c u m e n t e d so that 
it is not d i f f i c u l t to u n d e r s t a n d . 
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红 . 2 . Parallel Versions 
m Matrix Representation of Wavelet Transform 
H 1 • 1 • Decomposition 
Low P a s s Vector ： a.
2
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High Pass Matrix : Formed similar to LP matrix 
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High Pass Matrix ： Formed similar to LP matrix 
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紅 . 2 . 2 . Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) 
4.2.2.1. Parallel Algorithm 
(a) HOST 
(i) Initiate HOST and NODE processes； 
(i i) Generate/Read signal； 
(iii) Calculate decomposition wavelet coefficients & 
generate the LP & HP filter vector； 
(iv) Broadcast - conversion type, 
- s ignai 1eng th， 
- s ignal, 
- L P & HP filter vector, 
(v) Wait for decomposition result from specified Node 
processor； 
(vi ) Store result to output file named "decom—o.out"; 
(vii) Calculate reconstruction wavelet coefficients & 
generate the LP & HP filter vectors； 
(viii) Copy the bottom level approximated coefficients 
& all detailed coefficients obtained from 
DECOMPOSITION； 
(ix) Delete the decomposition result； 
(x) Broadcast - conversion type， 
_ LP & HP filter vector； 
(xi) Wait for reconstruction result from specified 
Node ； 
(xii) Store result to output file named "recon_o.out"; 
(xiii) Delete reconstruction result； 
(xiv) Terminate PVM. 
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(b) NODE 
(i) start node program； 
(ii) Read data sent from HOST; 
(iii) for i = 0 to level - 1 
{ 
perform m a t r i x vector m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , 
I 、 broadcast intermediate results to other node 
p r o c e s s o r s , 
receive intermediate results from other node 
processors , 
}； 
(iv) Send decomposition result back to HOST； 
(
v
) copy the bottom level approximated coefficients & 
all detailed coefficients obtained from 
DECOMPOSITION； 
(vi) Delete the decomposition result; 
(
V i i
) Read conversion type, LP & HP filter vector from 
HOST ； 
(viii) for i= level - 1 to 1 
{ 
perform matrix vector multiplication and 
addition, 
broadcast intermediate results to other node 
processors, 





 ( i x )
 perform matrix vector multiplication and addition 
at the top level； 
(x) Send result back to HOST; 
(xi) Delete reconstruction result； 













C.II GltAI •• lt() 
O.tpat AI •• lt 
RETURN 
HOST prOlr •• of D.co.poI' t 101 for PVII 
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Illt'III.ltlol 
I1I t lit. HOST 




• '1It.r lenltb 
G ••• r.te 
SII •• I 
AETUAN 
、-«'... 
• 丨 ⑴ ) — • 丨 ) 
/s•“ C..».r«l«./ / “ I ;•邸 ' V • “ / / sei< r**»t / 
Ai^ iif-y /••，/ I / 
Q m T ) ) ( 二 ) 
HOST progrii of D«eoipo»moi fir _ 
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( R E C O N S T R U C T I O N ) ( Initialization j 
Calculate 
fIIter coeffs. 




S 【 丄 
iemory space 
for output 
BroSdi lstO ( "ETUHN ) 
1 
Call 




HOST progrin of Reconstruction for PVM 
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— “ • 丨 ⑴ ) — " t r — 
I ~ 7 / " " “ “ n 1 1 1 / / Stitf rti.lt / 
/ uiiirilo* / / shS?H KiSry / / to file： / 
/ LtSF 1 / / T O n o d e i 7 /��••-••。！it / 
j ifcirid •iiory / / I L ‘ 
Q^T) ( 二 ) O : ) 
HOST pri«r«* of Recontrictloi for m 
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14. .2.2.3. T i m i n g M o d e l A n a l y s i s 
I Assumption： CRCW m e m o r y access 
Let the c o m m u n i c a t i o n time be 丁画 & 
the a r i t h m e t i c time be T
a r i t h 
T ^ n ) = a + Pn ( H ) 
w h e r e 
a s latency, p = transmission time per unit data, n = no. of elements 
T h e n 
(a) D e c o m p o s i t i o n ： 
By referring to section 2.1.1， it is noted that 
each PE has only r
n
/P a p p r o x i m a t i o n coefficients at each 
level and needs other P E s ' a p p r o x i m a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s for 
next level c a l c u l a t i o n . H e n c e , substituting into eq• H 
we get: 
= 2(f—1*B + a) 
level P 
N o t e 1: 2 is due to both low pass and high pass 
calculat ions. 
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N o t e 2: the c o m m u n i c a t i o n of all PEs are taken p l a c e at the 
same t i m e . 
Since each PE o p e r a t e s on r
n
/P rows of the low 
pass & high pass m a t r i c e s , then substituting into e q . H 
we get: 
Ls^L = ( 4 • 4 ) 
level P 
、“. . . 
T h e r e f o r e , total d e c o m p o s i t i o n time per level is: 
I b . = 2jfiblen『二1 + [«+•} ⑷5) 
level P  F 
and total d e c o m p o s i t i o n time is: 
logj； 
r D = J ] 2[f^TOtoi#<o+P)+a] + (4.6) 
户1 P 
Time for broadcasting signal + Time for receiving result 
Since 
r = 丄 = 6 
where r
n



















By referring to section ^.2.1.2, it is noted that 
each row has only filtlen/2 elements (due to the 
I interpolation by a factor of 2). Each node has to operate 
on r
n
/P rows of both low pass and high pass matrices, 
substituting into eq.(红.2)， we get: 
LeB = ⑷ 1 2 ) 
level 2 P 
v 
s the same as that of Decomposition 
level 





level 2 p P 
for receiving result 
TR < 2log2i[|(3<a+p)+a]+2(3<o+p)^+ (4.15) 
TR < (K-)
 + ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
R P 
(see Fig. ^.2(a) & Fig.红.2(a)-i) 
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For PVM, the shape of total time of DECOMPOSITION / RECONSTRUCTION graph is shown below: 
Let no. of processor be P, signal length be I and Tp be total time. 
P ；= 1 100 1 ：= 1024 beta ：= 0.0000000001 
1明(1).@十1) J log(l) 
2。。\"— —-|i 里 J偏 2 -
测、 骨 ‘丨丨m u^ii^  
loo—^ ”“-I… 2 5 o r r | I I I I I I I I I m i l 
v .--
\ ill.. M1L(!“).2 \ 
500 \ h T log(2) \P J \ 。———II:: XLUfltifl 
° ！ 10 100 1 1 0 1 0 0 
P
 P 
Fig. 4.2(a) Total Time vs Number of Processor 
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For PVM, the shape of total time of DECOMPOSITION / RECONSTRUCTION graph is shown below: 
Let no. of processor be P, signal length be I and I I be total time 
p := 4 1 ；= 2.. 1 0 2 4 beta ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
l0g(1)•(暴 “ I l l log(l) 
•"[ log(2) P j log(2) 
too,——！——r—i~"1 05 r r - r I i 
0.5 I 1 1 
J —十 3-beta. 1 0.3 j — T 1 
500 — f ~ 0 . 5 h — ~ J-
j
 0 5
l _ 1 , - r ^ r — — 1 1 Signal 
4 0 0 X - — • i io loo 10001*10 Length 
1 / ^ 
300 - /
 150
1 n I J 1 
, .r^ zj 
/ S - H
2
 / J 
100 5 0 ~ - T ^ - - H 




^ S i g n a l i io too 10001-io4 Length i io 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 * 1 0 Length 
i
 1 
Fig. 4.2(a>l Total Time vs Signal Length 
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『 靜 ， ’ 、 . 
I 
k . 2 . 2 . k . Q u a l i t y Factor 
X ) ^arith � 
q
 - J ⑷ 17) 
camm 
J 
(a) D e c o m p o s i t i o n (see s e c t i o n k.2.1.1)： 
N o t e : First row has only O N E e l e m e n t , 
Second row has T H R E E e l e m e n t s , 
Third row has FIVE e l e m e n t s , 
Fourth row has T W O elements & 
Fifth row has F O U R e l e m e n t s . 
£ J  r 
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l - I ) ]
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2 p ( / - l )
+
1 0 p log,/ 
o s _ _ as 卜  00 
i + p 
P 
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m M a s s i v e l y P a r a l l e l M a c h i n e - D E C m p p 
3.1. P a r a l l e l A l g o r i t h m for ACU & PEs 
For D e c o m p o s i t i o n , 
(a) A C U g e n e r a t e s the signal； 
(b) ACU c a l c u l a t e s d e c o m p o s i t i o n w a v e l e t c o e f f s . 
and g e n e r a t e s LPF & H P F vectors； 
(c) ACU b r o a d c a s t s - signal length, 
!
 - s i g n a l , 
- l e v e l s , 
- f i l t e r l e n g t h , 
- LPF & HPF; 
(d) E n a b l e k PEs at d i f f e r e n t clusters with 
c o o r d i n a t e (0,0), (0,‘），（红，0) & (4，紅）； 
(e) For i =0 to levels-1 
{ PEs p e r f o r m m a t r i x - v e c t o r 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n (each work on d i f f e r e n t 
rows of matrix)； 
PEs e x c h a n g e intermediate result by 
"Xnetp" or "Router" construct using two 
stages of c o m m u n i c a t i o n s t r a t e g y , i.e. 
1st stage for horizontal c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
w h i l e 2nd stage for vertical 
c o m m u n i c a t ion； 
}； 
(f) The final result is sent to A C U by each PE 
(The c o m m u n i c a t i o n work load is shared by 
each PE)； 
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(g) ACU writes the result to output file named 
"decom.mpp"； 
For R e c o n s t r u c t i o n , 
(h) All PEs delete all approximation coeffs 
except those at bottom level; 
(i) ACU calculates reconstruction wavelet c o e f f s . 
and generates LPF & HPF vectors； 
(j) ACU broadcasts LPF & HPF; 
(k)
5
 Enables k PEs at different clusters with 
coordinate (0,0), ( 0 , 4 ) , (红， 0 ) & ⑷ 紅 ） ； 
(1) For i=ievels-l to 0 
{ PEs p e r f o r m m a t r i x - v e c t o r 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n (each work on different 
rows of matrix)； 
PEs exchange intermediate result by 
"Xnetp or "Router" construct using two 
stages of communication s t r a t e g y , i.e. 
1st stage for horizontal communication 
while 2nd stage for vertical 
communication； 
}； 
(m) The final result is sent to ACU by each PE 
(The communication work load is shared by 
each PE)； 
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H 3 . 3 . Timing Model Analysis 
(a) Communication Strategy： 
Since there cannot be more than TWO "ROUTER" 
communication channels exist in the SAME cluster …叻 PEs) 
at the SAME time, ail processors are chosen from different 
clusters and their coordinates within the mesh are as 
follows: 
p r O
c # 0 : (0,0)r proc#l： (0,红）；proc#2: (4，0); proc#3： (4、） 
Communication is taken place by using the "TOTAL 
EXCHANGE" technique and the ADI (ALTERNATING DIRECTION 
INTERCHANGE) algorithm. That is, there are totally four 
steps. 
In step 1 (horizontal communication in the EAST direction), 
proc#0 -> proc#l proc#2 -> procft3 
In step 2 (horizontal communication in the WEST direction), 
procttl -> proc#0 proc#3 -> proc#2 
In step 3 (vertical communication in the SOUTH direction), 
proc#0 -> proc#2 proc#l -> proc#3 
In step k (vertical communication in the NORTH direction), 





 ^ ^ , 
广 产 T — — — — """"1 
[\rr , r ^ i 
p i n J j … . ， ： ;;ill—J ^^ 
P h a s e 1
 P h a s e 2 
.. I 
In p h a s e 1, each PE has (5+1/2丨)/P unit of data to 1/2 1 
be transmitted and each data unit has to travel (P _1) 
I 
d i s t a n c e . Since no two "ROUTER" channels exist at the same 
time, each PE in a column m u s t send its data out one by 
o n e , i.e. P E ( 1 , 0 ) send only after P E ( 0 , 0 ) has f i n i s h e d . 
Each column of PE performs the c o m m u n i c a t i o n at the same 
t ime. 
In phase 2， s i m i l a r argument applies but this 
time the total data unit send by each PE is 
丄+5 丄,5 
L 料 + 
P y P 




 )/P data unit in 
phase 1. 
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H e n c e , 
l
+
5 丢+5 Issssl - + ^ ^F-lKf^—1+Q) 
level ^cr b^ff 
w h e r e P = n o . of processor used 
1 = signal length 
j 二 depth (top = 1) 
b
G
= b a n d w i d t h = 1/产 | 
= l a t e n c y time ：叹 
T h e c o m m u n i c a t i o n time is •• 
tofcf j 
jf _ comm 
一 level 
_ 产 a o f o W - l。5 1 o f o W - l 




Tca^ = (KP^m 
(Its shapes are shown in F i g .铋 . 2 ( b ) & 紅，2(13) — 1) 
The a r i t h m e t i c time is the same as that of PVM case， i.e. f 
(Its shape are shown in F i g . k.2(c) & 铋•2(c)_l) 
Total time : od) + (Kly/P^P) 
M 
(Its shape are shown in F i g . ^.2(d) & 铋•2(d)_l) 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of communication time graphs of DECOMPOSITION / RECONSTRUCTION 
are shown below (alpha is the latency time and beta is the transmission time per unit data): 
Note: alpha/beta is typically in the order of one thousand. Xnet transmission rate is 11.5Gbyte/sec. 
p := i.. 100 1 ：= 192 alpha := 0.0000001 beta ：= 0.0000000001 
Tcomlp ：= P-(l - * 卜 a l p h a Tcom^ ：= p | ( 1 _ 叫 . ( 器 十 1 _ 今 ^ 十 j ) 
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Fig. 4.2(b) Communication Time vs Number of Processor 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of communication time graphs of DECOMPOSITION / RECONSTRUCTION 
are shown below (alpha is the latency time and beta is the transmission time per unit data): 
Note: alpha/beta is typically in the order of one thousand. Xnet transmission rate is 11.5Gbvte/sec 
P := 4 1 ；= 2.. 128 alpha ：= 0.0000001 beta ;= 0.0000000001 
：= P:(l - • 卜 alpha ：= P- [ j l _ “ _ ^ + j j 
Tcomj ：= Tcomlj 十 Tcom2t 
4.2，. 10一
7
 j 1 4.4-10"
7
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l i Fig. 4.2(b) -I Communication Time vs Signal Length 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of arithmetic time graphs of DECOMPOSITION are shown below: 
p 1.. 100 1 ：= 192 omega := 0.0000000001 
Taiithlp ：= 1 5 . ^ ^ . 2 Tarith2p ;= 6-omega-
Tarithp ：= Tarilhlp 十 Tarith2p 
2.5-10-
7
 ~ n i i j n n n i i i 4-io"
9
 I m i l l ~ I mil 
1 . — � � � � … . . 
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Fig. 4.2(c) Arithmetic Time vs Number of Processor 
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For DECmpp. the shapes of arithmetic time graphs of DECOMPOSITION are shown below: 
p ;= 4 1 ；= 2.. 1 2 8 omega :: 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Tarithl, ：= 1 5 — ^ - 2 TariM, ：= 6 omega ^ - 2 
Tarithj :: Tarithlj 十 Tarith2j 
4.10_
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 p 1 ^n 1 謝 0
_ 1 0
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 1 
Fig. 4.2(c)-! Arithmetic Time vs Signal Length 
For DECmpp, the shapes of total time graph of DECOMPOSITION is shown below: 
p ; = i . . 100 1 ：= 192 omega ：= 0.0000000001 alpha ：= 0.0000001 beta ：= 0.0000000001 
減 l p : : 1 5 . 7 . 2 T c o m v U ) — 
Tari1h2
p
 :=6.omega.^i.2 T。。 m 2 p := ^ ^ _ 卦 叫 • ( 德 + i _ 作 + 
Tarithp ：= Tarithlp 十 Tari1ii2
p
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Fig. 4.2(d) Total Time vs Number of Processor 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of total time graph of DECOMPOSITION is shown below ： | 
P : : 4 1 ；= 2.. 1 2 8 omegft ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 alpha ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 beta ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Tcoml, : = p . ( l - - l ] - 2 - a l p h a 
Tarithlj ：= 1 5 \ JpJ 
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Fig. 4.2(d>l Total Time vs Signal Length 
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(c) Reconstruction： 
The c o m m u n i c a t i o n time is as follows (see F i g . 
4 . 2 ( b ) & 紅•2(b)—1 for its shape): 
The a r i t h m e t i c time is the same as that of PVM case (see 
F i g . 4 . 2 ( e ) for its shape)： 
= [3 爷 ( S l o f e W - D P ⑷ " ） 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of arithmetic time of RECONSTRUCTION graphs are shown below: 
p ；= 1.. 100 1 :: 192 omega ：= 0.00000000001 
Tarithl. ：= Taii1h2p ：= 3 omega i ^ - 2 
p P log(2) P P 
Taritlip ：= Tarithlp 十 Tarith2p 
is-10"8 “ I im i i I null 3.10-9 ~ I M m , ~ • in,,, 
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Fig. 4.2(e) Arithmetic Time vs Number of Processor 
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Quality Factor 
(a) Decomposition (see F i g . 4.2(f) & 4.2(f)-i for its 
shape)： 
2 爷(9+60 
qD = 1. (4.24) 
^ V W - l ) [ 2 a + P ( 5 l Q f e W _ l X 去+4：)] 
、、•... • I 
12竺 
fe 似 卜 ~ 
(b) Reconstruct ion ： 
6-1(510^+1-1) 
办 r r : ⑷25) 
qR ^-T- asl^ ^ 
罅i 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of quality factor of DECOMPOSITION is shown below (alpha is the latency 
time and beta is the transmission time per unit data): 
P ：= 2.. 10 1 ：= 1024 alpha ：= 0.0000001 beta ：= 0.0000000001 omega ：= 0.0000000001 
T c o m � : : P . 1 - D . l a l p h a Tcorn^, ；= P- 1 - — V b e t a l / s - ^ i ^ - + 1 - l V / - + -
\ fp) , [\ fp) 細(2) MP fij 
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Fig. 4.2(f) Quality Factor vs Number of Processor 
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For DECmpp, the shapes of quality fector of DECOMPOSITION is shown below (alpha is the latency 
time and beta is the transmission time per unit data): 
p = 4 1 : = 2 . . 1 2 8 alpha ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 beta ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 omega ：= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Tcoml, ：= P.(l _ • 卜 _ T c o ^ ：= P|(I _ + “ ^ + 
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Fig. 4.2(f)-l Quality Factor vs Signal Length 
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k.2.3.5. Mapping 
Hypercube should be a good candidate for 
implementation because there is an upper bound on the 
distance between any two processors ： 
dist. (A，B) <= log
2
(no. of processors) 
Hence the communication time must be m i n i m i z e d . But it 
cannot be implemented in this way because the PEs are 
connected as a wrapped around m e s h . The "Xnetp" 
communication method is chosen because it is the fastest in 
this category. "Router" communication method is also used 
but it is 16 time slower than that of "Xnet". 
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5 . RESULT 
5 ) 1 . Parallel Virtual M a c h i n e (PVM) 
5 . 1 . 1 . Sequential Version 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhshum> cc -c w_vsig^.c -lm 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhshuHi> cc -p -o w_vsig4 w_vsigl».o -im 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > w j r s i g每 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h ： 6电 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f f a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ！ 
i e s u n l： / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m ) p r o ! w _ v s i g 4 m o n . o u t 
c u m s e c s t e a l I ros/call n a m e 
5 0 , 0 0 . 0 1 _ C o n ? o l v e I n t 2 
5 0 . 0 0 . Q 2 2 5 . 0 0 J o c t l 
0 . 0 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. • . . 
. . • . . 
0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n l：/ d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u i n ) w _ v s i g l » 
_ t s i g n a l l e n g t h ： 1 2 8 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e i e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d 
！iesunl：/data/grad/yhshum) p r o f w j s i g 电 m o n . o u t 
% t i m e c u m s e c s * c a l l m s / c a i l n a m e 
3 3 . 3 0.01 -續 
3 3 . 3 0 . 0 2 _ D o t p E ? e n 
3 3 . 3 0 . 0 3 2 5 . 0 0 _ s b r k 
0 , 0 0 . 0 3 2 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
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• I 書 • 擎 
• • • • • 
0 , 0 0 . 0 3 2 0 , 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h m n > w _ ? s i g ^ 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h ： 2 5 6 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e i e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d 
！iesunl:/data/grad/yhshum> p r o ! i . v s i g l roon.out 、•^«• 
% t i m e c u m s e c s k a i l m s / c a l l n a m e 
3 3 . 3 0 . 0 2 J o t P 
3 3 . 3 0 . 0 ^ J o t p E v e n 
1 6 . 7 0 . 0 5 3 9 0 . 2 6 J z e r o 
1 6 . 7 0 . 0 6 2 5 . 0 0 J o c t i 
0 . 0 0 . 0 6 3 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
, . •丨 . • 
. • • • • 
0 . 0 0 . 0 6 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u i n > » _ v s i g < » 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : 5 1 2 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o ! f a ? e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ! 
i e s u r \ l : / ( I a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > p r o f » _ v s i 幼 m o n . o u t 
% t i m e c u m s e c s # c a l i m s / c a l l n a m e 
k l . 9 0 . 0 3 一 D o t P 
lt2,9 0 . 0 6 > t p O d d 
H , 3 0 . 0 7 _ C o n v o l ? e I n t 2 
0 . 0 0 . 0 7 5 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. . • ‘ • 
9U 
• 事 • • • 
0 . 0 0 . 0 7 2 . 0 . 0 0 _ » r i t e 
iesanl'./data/grad/yhshum) wjrsig办 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : p i * 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e i e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d 
！ iesunl:/data/grad/yhshuro> prof f_vsig<» roon.out 
% \ i m c u m s e c s # c a l l m s / c a l l n a m e 
33.3 0.05 >tP 
2 0 . 0 0 . 0 8 _DotpE?en 
2 0 . 0 Q . l i _ D o t p O d d 
13,3 0 . 1 3 _ C o n v o l v e D e c 2 
6.7 Q,U _Convol?eInt2 
6 . 7 0 . 1 5 J r e e C o p y 
0 . 0 0 . 1 5 7 0 . 0 0 . a d i ? 
, . • • • 
0 . 0 0 . 1 5 2 0 . 0 0 一 w r i t e 
i e s a n l ' . / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m ) w j s i g l f 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : 2 0 . 8 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ! 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhshum> p r o f w _ v s i g办 m o n . o u t 
% t i m e c u m s e c s l e a 1 1 m s / c a l l n a m e 
32.3 0.10 >tP 
2 2 . 6 0 . 1 7 _ D o t p O d d 
1 9 』 0 . 2 3 _ D o t p E v e n 
6 , 5 0 . 2 5 _Con?olveDec2 
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3 , 2 0 . 2 6 _ C o n v o l ? e I n t 2 
3 , 2 0 . 2 7 _ T r e e C o p y 
3 , 2 0 . 2 8 _ T r e e Z e r o 
3 , 2 0 . 2 9 51 0 . 2 0 J z e r o 
3 . 2 0 . 3 0 2 5 . 0 0 J o c t i 
3 , 2 0 . 3 1 - ®
a i n 
0 . 0 0 . 3 1 10 0 . 0 0 . u d i ? 
. 會 鲁 “ • 
、•^*.. 
. . ‘ 
0 . 0 0 . 3 1 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhshuin> w j r s i g与 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : k M 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o ! W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d \ 
iesunl'./data/grad/yhshum) p r o f w j r s i 眇 m o n . o u t 
i m e c u m s e c s # c a U ros/call n a m e 
52J U , >
t P 
2 7 . 6 0 . 3 5 _ D o t p O d d 
13,g _ D o t p E ? e n 
g . 6 o . U _ C o n v o l ? e D e c 2 
5 2 o , 5 i _ C o n v o l ? e l n t 2 
3.电 0 . 5 3 一 T r e e C o p y 
3,i» 0 . 5 5 _ T r e e Z e r o 
1 . 7 0 . 5 6 6 3 0 , 1 6 _ c f r e e 
1 ,7 0 . 5 7 J »
a i n 
1 . 7 0 . 5 8 13 0 . 7 7 _ s b r k 
0 , 0 0 . 5 8 13 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
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. . ‘ • • 
0 , 0 0 . 5 8 2 0 , 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > w j s i g i f 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h I S 1 9 2 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o ! W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ！ 
iesunit/data/grad/yhshum) p r o f w _ ? s i g i > roon.out 




2 0 . 8 0 . 6 6 _ D o t p O d d 
1 7 . 5 0 . 8 7 _ D o t p E v e n 
6 , 7 0 . 9 5 _ C o n v o l v e I n t 2 
5 g 1 , 0 2 _ C o n ? o l v e D e c 2 
5 . 0 1 . 0 8 5 9 1 . 0 2 J z e r o 
U 1 . 1 3 _ T r e e C o p y 
3 . 3 1 . 1 7 J r e e Z e r o 
1 , 7 1 . 1 9 . m a i n 
0 . 8 1 . 2 0 17 0 . 5 9 _ s b r k 
0 . 0 1 . 2 0 17 0 . Q 0 . u d i v 
. . ‘ • • 
. 鲁 《 • * 
0 . 0 1 . 2 0 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n l i / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u r a ) w _ ? s i g ^ 
i n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : 1 6 3 8 2 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o i W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ！ 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u i n > p r o i w _ v s i g i f raon.out 
% t i m e c u m s e c s * c a i i m s / c a i l n a m e 
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奴 5 . 5 0 . 8 1 _ _ 
U . 6 1 . 0 7 > t p E ? e n 
1 1 , 8 1 , 2 8 _ D o t p O d d 
_ C o n ? o l v e D e c 2 
5 . 6 1 . 5 2 — T r e e C o p y 
1 . 6 0 5 9 1 . 3 6 _ b z e r o 
3 9 i , g 7 _ C o n v o l v e I n t 2 
U 丨.H _ T r e e Z e r o 
2.2 1.77 .main 
0 . 6 1 . 7 8 2 5 . 0 0 . i o c t l 
0 . 0 1 . 7 8 19 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. . ‘ ‘ • 
. . • • • 
0 . 0 i , 7 S 2 0 . 0 0 — w r i t e 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > w . v s i g ' j 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h ： 3 2 7 6 8 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o i G a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ! 
iesunlt/data/grad/yhshura) p r o f w _ 7 s i g i > m o n . o u t 
% \ \ m c u m s e c s k a i l m s / c a l i n a m e 
3 5 . 0 1 . 6 3 _ _ 
20.0 2.56 JotpOdd 
18,9 hkk _DotpEven 
.g,2 3.&2 'CsfiiahehtZ. 
6 . 2 _Con?oUeDec2 
U 130 JreeCopy 
3.2 " 5 67 2.2备 _bzero 
3.0 U9 Jreelero 
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1,3 " 5 .main 
0 , 2 U 6 2 3 0.l>3 _ s b r k 
0 . 0 k.66 2 3 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. • ‘ • • 
, . • • • 
0 , 0 " 6 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
i e s u n i : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > w _ v s i g ( > 
、，i* 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h ： 6 5 5 3 6 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ! 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhshum> p r o f w _ ? s i g ^ n u m . o u t 
M i m e c u m s e c s m s / c a l l n a m e 
3 6 . 3 h U 
1 8 . 7 5 . 0 6 J o t p E v e n 
U . Q 6 . 7 2 一 D o t p O d d 
1 0 . 1 7 . 6 5 _ C o n v o l v e I n t 2 
5 2 8 , 1 3 _ C o n ? o l ? e D e c 2 
U g . 5 1 J r e e C o p y 
2 . 9 8 . 7 8 J T r e e Z e r o 
2 . 6 9 . 0 2 7 1 3 . 3 & J z e r o 
1 , 3 9 . U J » a i n 
O A 9 . 1 8 2 6 1.5电 _ s b r k 
fl,i 9 . 1 9 I 1 0 . 0 0 . r e a d 
0 . 1 9 . 2 0 2 5 . 0 0 _ w r i t e 
0 . 0 9 . 2 0 2 6 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. . • • * 
. . ‘ ‘ 
0 . 0 9 . 2 0 1 0 . 0 0 j m g e t c 
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iesunl:/data/grad/yhshura> f_vsig<> 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : 1 3 1 0 7 2 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f W a v e l e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ！ 
iesunl:/data/grad/yhsham> p r o i w _ v s i g l n n o r \ , o u t 
%X\m c u m s e c s * c a l l m s / c a l l n a m e 
3 U 6•的 > t p 
1 9 . 2 9 . 9 5 _ D o t p E v e n 
1 9 . i 1 3 • ⑶ _ D o t p O d d 
l . k 1 5 . 0 5 _ C o n v o i v e I n t 2 
6 , 9 t 6 . 3 2 _ C o n v o U e 0 e c 2 
U 1 7 . 0 9 一 T r e e C o p y 
3 . 0 1 7 . 6 5 7 5 7 . 1 7 J z e r o 
3 . 0 1 8 . 2 0 _ T r e e Z e r o 
lj ILH -main 
0 . 3 I S . 5 1 3 0 1 . 6 7 _ s b r k 
Q l | g 5 2 J a f e l e t D e c o m p o s i t i o n 
0 . 1 1 8 . 5 3 2 5 . 0 0 _ w r i t e 
0 , 0 1 8 . 5 3 3 0 0 . 0 0 . u d i ? 
• • . . . 
. . • ‘ * 
0 . 0 1 8 . 5 3 1 0 . 0 0 j i n g e t c 
i e s u n l : / d a t a / g r a d / y h s h u m > w _ v s i g ^ 
I n p u t s i g n a l l e n g t h : 2 6 2 1 H 
S e r i a l V e r s i o n o f V a v e i e t T r a n s f o r m h a s c o m p l e t e d ！ 
iesuril'./data/grad/yhshum) p r o f w _ T s i g « » m o n . o u t 
% t i m e c u m s e c s t e a l I m s / c a l l n a m e 
3 5 . 8 1 3 . 3 2 J o t P 
. 1 0 0 
19.1 20.4) >tp£?es 
27.2S >tpOdd 
g . 9 3 0 . 6 0 _ C o n v o l v e l n t 2 
5 7 3 2 , 7 3 _ C o n v o l ? e D e c 2 
3 ] k M J r e e C o p y 
3 . 2 3 5 . 5 2 7 9 1 5 . 1 9 J z e r o 
3 . 0 3 6 . 6 5 J r e e Z e r o 
1 .3 37 . 15 , a i n 
0 . 2 3 7 . 2 . 3 3 " 2 . 7 3 _ s b r k 
0 , 0 37.2i> 3 3 0 . 0 0 . u d i v 
. • ‘ • • 
. . • • ' 
0 . 0 3 7 . U 2 0 . 0 0 . w r i t e 
. 1 0 1 
i ：： 1.. 13 
Vs Tai:= Arithmetic Time 
II M D ‘ 40 r- r- - n 1 1 
® f 
j 0.15 1 j 
0.31 %o "“ j B J 1 1.2 1 
1.78 I 闽 T a 
[18.531 / 
H / 
10 — ' % 
/ 
Signal qI a \ n ^ ^ 4 Length 
° ！0 100 1000 1-104 1-103 1-10 y 
Fig. 5.1 (a) Arithmetic Time vs Signal Length for Sequential 
Version of PVM 
. 1 0 2 
5.1.2. Parallel Version 
Due to the rescheduling of workstations in our 
department, the PVM cannot be run for supporting k nodes 
(my program use this number of PEs). Since PVM is not 
supported by our department and the contact person may have 
left the U n i v e r s i t y , no profiling data can be taken. This 
will not affect my conclusion since I am not interested in 
the speedup. 
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5 . 2 . Massively Parallel Machine - DECmpp 
5.2.1. Sequential Version 
P r o f i l e f o r w j s i g l d a t l e d D e c 2 9 1 9 : 1 5 : 2 5 1 9 9 3 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
s i g n a l l e n g t h = 16 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
F E A C U I m a x S 丨  
F E w i t h w i t h A C U I c l o c k 丨  ‘ 
o n l y A C U F E o n l y I e r r o r 丨  h p r o ! t o t a l p r c n t ！ 
p H 6 I 7 2 8 2 ！ U i 191 W 1 0 0 , 0 S P R O G R A M t o t a l s 
p 1 2 . 6 丨 . 7 8 0 . 8 i 1 3 . 2 S 5 U 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 丨 p e r c e n t s 
r o u t i n e s w i t h H I E R A R C H I C A L p r o f i l i n g 
p 0 0
 丨浏丨 3 1 丨 1 8 5 2 2 5 6 U ！ H I E R A R C H I C A L t o t a l s 
p 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 3 6U 丨 9 . 7 ！ 5 3 . 0 Sk.5 Sk.5 ！ p e r c e n t s 
F 0
 0 1 1 2 ^ ！ 3I» ! 121 1 2 5 3 5 . 8 i d b g m a i n ( ) 
F
 o o 0 6 8 I 0 1 办0 6 8 1 9 . 5 ！ d b g D o t P ( ) 
P o o 0 10 I 0 1 2 10 2 . 9 丨 d b g H a k e l a v e l e t F i l t e r s O 
P
 0 0 0
 g . o j S S 2 , 3 ！ d b g C o n ? o i ? e D e c 2 i S 
F 0 0 0
 g ； o i 8 8 2 . 3 ！ d b g B u i l d T r e e S t o r a g e O 
0 0 0
 2 S Q i 2 2 0 . 6 i d b g D e c o m p o s e B r a n c h e s O 
F 0 0 Q 2 i Q i 2 2 0,6 S dbg DestroyTreeStorage() 
p 0 0 0 2 i 0 ! 2 2 0 . 6 i d b g W a v e l e t C o e i i s O 
.m 
P r o f i l e f o r w . v s i g l d a t « e d D e c 2 9 1 9 : 1 6 : 3 2 1 9 9 3 
s i g n a l l e n g t h = 3 2 
F E A C U ! m a x I I 
F E w i t h w i t h A C U [ c l o c k ！ ' 
o n l y A C U F E o n l y 1 e r r o r j h p r o ! t o t a l p r c n t i 
p
 7 2
 13 3 2 m 1 1 2 8 i U2 6 6 1 1 0 0 . 0 i P R O G R A M t o t a l s 
p
 l 0
, 9 2 , 0 k A 8 2 . 3 ！ 19•备 I 5 1 . 7 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 ！ p e r c e n t s 
r o u t i n e s w i t h H I E R A R C H I C A L p r o f i l i n g 
P o o it m S S g s 3 U m 6 2 . 3 | H I E R A R C H I C A L totals 
P 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 6 6 1 . 7 ！ 1 3 . 3 ! 5 0 . 5 6 2 . 3 6 2 , 3 I p e r c e n t s 
p o 0 It 2 2 0 ！ 8 2 i 2 1 6 22k 3 3 . 9 i d b g m a i n ( ) 
F 0
 o 0 1 3 2 I 4 i SO 1 3 2 2 0 . 0 ！ d b g D o t P ( ) 
F
 o o 0 16 1 0 ! l) 16 2 A ! d b g H a k e » a ? e l e t F i l t e r s ( ) 
F 0 Q
 o 16 S 0 i 16 16 2A ! d b g B u i l d T r e e S t o r a g e O 
p o o 0 \k ； 0 i 10 U 2.1 i d b g C o n v o l v e D e c 2 ( ) 
F 0 0 0
 电 I 2 | 电 0 . 6 I d b g O e s t r o y T r e e S t o r a g e f ) 
F
 q q q 2 I 0 ； 2 2 0 . 3 i d b g D e c o m p o s e B r a n c h e s ( ) 
P
 0 0 Q




 o 2 j 0 | 2 2 0 . 3 ！ d b g f a ? e l e t C o e i ! s ( ) 
. 1 0 5 
P r o f i l e f o r f . ? s i g l d a t l e d D e c 2 9 1 9 : 1 7 : 1 6 1 9 9 3 
s i g n a l l e n g t h | ：觀 
****************** 
F E A C U i m a x i ' 
P E w i t h w i t h A C U i c l o c k ！ ’ 
o n
i y A C U F E o n l y I e r r o r S h p r o f t o t a l p r c n t I 
p m 1 7
 h g 9 g 丨 m ！ 5 6 2 1 0 7 5 1 0 0 . 0 S P R O G R A M t o t a l s 
p 1 0 . 6 1 , 6 U 8 3 . 5 i 2 3 . 6 ！ 5 2 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 p e r c e n t s 
r o u t i n e s v i t h H I E R A R C H I C A L p r o f i l i n g 
P
 s
 I m \ m i 5 5 0 6 3 . 》 ！ HIERARCHICAL totals 
P 0 . 0 0 . 0 ( U 6 2 . 9 ！ 1 6 . 2 ！ 5 1 . 2 6 3 . 3 6 3 . 3 ！ p e r c e n t s 
F
 0 0 ^ 3 6 0 i 1 6办！ 3 5 0 ^ k 3 3 . 9 i d b g m a i n ( ) 
F 0
 o 0 2 3 0 ！ 电 j 1 3 8 2 3 0 2 M ! d b g D o t P ( ) 
F 0 0
 o 26 ! 2 ! 26 26 1A i dbg BuiidTreeStoragef) 
F 0 0
 o 22 1 0 i 16 22 2.0 1 dbg Con?olveDec2() 
F
 (j o o 22 ! 2 { 8 22 2.0 i dbg HakelaveletFiltersf) 
p 0 0 0
 g • 2 S 6 8 0 . 7 i d b g O e s t r o y T r e e S t o r a g e f ) 
F 0 0
 Q ^ j o S 2 k O.lt ！ dbg WaveletDecompositionO 
F 0 0 0 2
 S 0 1 2 2 0,2 ！ dbg DecomposeBranchesO 
F Q 0 0 2
 ！ 0 1 2 2 0 . 2 ！ d b g l a ? e i e t C o e i i s ( ) 
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P r o f i l e f o r w . v s i g l d a t » e d D e c 2 9 1 9 : 1 8 : 0 0 1 9 9 3 
s i g n a l l e n g t h = 1 2 8 
F E A C U i m a x 1 ' 
F E w i t h w i t h A C U 1 c l o c k 1 ‘ 
o n l y A C U F E o n l y I e r r o r ! h p r o i t o t a l p r c n t ！ 
• I I j i 
p
 l 6
g 2 2 6 0 1 H 2 j 电 10 i 9 1 0 1 6 9 2 1 0 0 , 0 i P R O G R A M t o t a l s 
p 9 . 9 1 .3 3 . 5 8 5 . 2 1 2lf.2 ！ 5 3 . 8 1 0 0 , 0 1 0 0 . 0 ! p e r c e n t s 





 i U 2 J 2 9 6 i m 1 U S 6 7 . 8 ！ H I E R A R C H I C A L t o t a l s 
p o . O 0 . 0 0 3 6 7 , 5 丨 1 7 . 5 ！ 5 2 . 8 6 7 . 8 6 7 . g ! p e r c e n t s 
P 0 q 6 5 9 0 I 2 6 6 I 57k 5 9 6 3 5 . 2 i d b g m a i n ( ) 
F
 o o 0 M6 I 8 i 2U U6 2 M ！ dbg DotP() 
P Q Q Q ^ > || ; H H 2 . 6 i d b g B u i l d T r e e S t o r a g e O 
F 0
 q o W ! 8 I 26 Ml l,k i dbg Con?ol?eOec2() 
F 0 (j o 28 i ii ； 10 U 1 . 7 S dbg H a k e l a v e l e t F i i t e r s O 
F 0 Q
 0 12 丨 4 S 8 U 0.7 i dbg DestroyTreeStorageO 
F 0
 q q ^ j 2 1 k 6 0 . 4 S d b g W a v e i e t D e c o m p o s i t i o n O 




 q 2 ! 0 i 2 2 0.1 ！ dbg DecomposeBranchesf) 
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P r o f i l e f o r w . v s i g l d a t l e d D e c 2 9 1 9 : 1 9 : 0 2 1 9 9 3 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
s i g n a l l e n g t h = 1 9 2 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FE ACU i MX i ‘ 
F E w i t h w i t h A C U ! c l o c k 1 ' 
o n l y A C U F E o n l y I e r r o r I h p r o i t o t a l p r c n t ! 
p
 2 3 8 2 8 n 2 1 5 0 | 6 H ! 1 3 7 3 2 ⑶ 0 1 0 0 . 0 ！ P R O G R A M t o t a l s 
p i . i 3 . 0 8 6 . 3 S 2 5 . 9 ! 5 5 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 丨 p e r c e n t s 
r o u t i n e s w i t h H I E R A R C H I C A L p r o f i l i n g 
p
 0
 0 9 l 7
5 8 j U 2 ！ 1 H 7 1 7 6 7 7 1 , 0 i H I E R A R C H I C A L t o t a l s 
p o.O 0.0 0.4 70.6 i 18.6 i 5^ .1 71.0 71.0 ！ p e r c e n t s 
i S 1 
P o o 9 8 9 6 1 y o ！ 8 7 3 9 0 5 3 6 . 3 { d b g m a i n ( ) 
F
 o o o 6 7 8 ! S i m 6 7 8 2 7 . 2 ！ d b g D o t P ( ) 
F 0 Q
 0 6每 I k i ^ 2 . 6 ! d b g B u i l d T r e e S t o r a g e O 
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5 . 2 . 2 . Parallel Version 
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5 . 3 . O u t p u t F i l e G e n e r a t e d f r o m b o t h m a c h i n e s 
Decomposition Tree •  
L f i l t e r : 0 . 0 7 3 2 2 3 - 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . U 6 7 7 7 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 
H f i l t e r : - 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 0 . U 6 7 7 7 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 0 . 0 7 3 2 2 3 
Approximation Coef f . : 
levels = k 
0 . 0 7 3 2 2 3 0 . 0 7 3 2 2 3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 Q . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0.I»26777 0.426777 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
l e v e l s = 3 
Q , 0 0 5 3 6 2 0 J 1 6 0 E 5 0 . 4 2 4 5 5 6 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0,i»9i»63S 0 . I J 7 6 3 3 3 0 3 8 3 9 1 5 0 . 0 7 5 m 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l e v e l s = 2 
0 . 0 0 0 3 9 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 0 0 6 - 0 . 0 2 4 3 1 8 0 . 1 7 1 5 5 0 0 . U 6 2 7 1 0 . 5 0 3 0 0 6 0 . 5 2 4 3 1 8 U t i m 
0 . 0 1 3 3 3 7 
levels = 1 
0 . 0 0 0 0 2 9 - 0 . 0 0 1 2 1 1 9 0 . 0 0 3 H 5 0 , 0 2 ^ 3 3 8 0 . U 2 2 7 2 0 . ^ 7 6 9 1 2 0 . 0 6 3 7 5 1 » 
l e v e l s = 0 
0,000002 0.000510 0.026738 -0.066007 0•酬2 0.111516 
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Detail C o e f i .： 
levels = I 
5 - 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 - 0 . 6 7 6 7 7 7 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
I - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
_0 t323223 0.176777 0.000000 0.000000 0,000000 
l e v e l s = 3 
- U m k - 0 . 0 9 3 7 5 0 - 0 . 1 1 2 0 5 6 - 0 . 0 3 1 2 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 I 2 9 H 0 . 0 9 3 7 5 0 0 . 1 1 2 0 5 6 0 . 0 3 1 2 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l e v e l s = 2 
- 0 . 0 Q G 侧 0 . 0 0 ^ 5 7 6 0 . 0 8 5 7 0 8 - 0 . 1 2 0 ^ - 0 . 0 0 ^ 5 7 6 - 0 . 0 0 ^ 5 7 6 - 0 . 0 8 5 7 0 8 0 . 1 2 0 ^ 
W l i i l l 
l e v e l s = 1 
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 6 9 0 . 0 0 2 8 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 5 1 9 - 0 . 1 2 5 6 7 0 - 0 . 0 2 5 8 1 9 0 . 1 2 2 8 5 1 0 . 0 2 6 ^ 0 8 
l e v e l s = 0 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5 - m m } 4 , m m - 0 . 0 2 3 2 6 6 M 瞧 " 画 
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Reconstruction T r e e •• 
j
 L f i U e r
- _ 0 , 3 5 3 5 5 3 0 . 8 5 3 5 5 3 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 3 5 3 5 5 3 0 . H 6 W 
H f i U e r - 0 . U 6 H 7 0 . 3 5 3 5 5 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 8 5 3 5 5 3 - 0 , 3 5 3 5 5 3 
Approximation C o e f i . : 
l e v e l s = I 
0.073223 0.073223 0.500000 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 0.500000 0.500000 
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 Q 0 Q 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ^ 2 6 7 7 7 0 . 4 2 6 7 7 7 - 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l e v e l s = 3 
0 , 0 0 5 3 6 2 0 , 0 2 3 6 6 7 0 . 0 1 6 0 S 5 0 . ^ 5 5 6 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 , ^ 6 3 8 0 . ^ 7 6 3 3 3 0 . W 9 1 5 0 . 0 7 5 m 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l e v e l s = 2 
0 . 0 0 0 3 9 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 0 0 6 - U i m 0 . 1 7 1 5 5 0 S . _ 0 . 5 0 3 0 0 6 M 誦 0 . 3 _ 
0 . 0 1 3 3 3 7 
l e v e l s = 1 
0 , 0 0 0 0 2 9 - O . O O I W 0 . 0 0 3 ^ 5 0 , 0 2 1 3 3 8 0 . ^ 3 2 2 7 2 0 ^ 7 6 9 1 2 0 , 0 6 3 7 5 ^ 
U ? e i s = 0 
0 , 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 . 0 2 6 7 3 8 - 0 . 0 6 6 0 0 7 0 M 7 U 1 0 . 1 1 1 5 1 6 
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D e t a i l C o e H . ： 
l e v e l s I I 
- 0 . 1 7 6 7 7 7 - 0 . 6 7 6 7 7 7 - 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
- 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 
-0,323223 0.176777 0.000000 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 
l e v e l s = 3 
- 0 . 0 1 2 9 H - 0 . 0 9 3 7 5 0 - 0 . 1 1 2 0 5 6 - 0 . 0 3 1 2 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 , 0 i 2 H i » 0 . 0 9 3 7 5 0 0； 1 1 2 0 5 6 0 . 0 3 1 2 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l e v e l s = 2 
I - 0 . 0 0 0 H 8 0.00^ 576 0 . 0 8 5 7 0 8 -0.120^ - O . O O m -0.00^ 576 - 0 , 0 8 5 7 0 8 0 . 1 2 0 似 
0.00552叙 
l e v e l s = 1 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 6 9 0 . 0 0 2 8 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 5 1 9 - 0 . 1 2 5 6 7 0 - 0 . 0 2 5 8 1 9 0 . 1 2 2 8 5 1 0 . 0 2 6 m 
l e r e l s = 0 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5 - 0 . 讓 5 - 0 . 0 6 7 9 9 6 - 0 . 0 2 1 2 6 6 0 . 0 H 3 2 1 0 . 0 4 6 1 9 1 
U S B = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R _ d a t a ： 
i . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l . _ 0 0 O . O Q Q Q Q O 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1,000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0,000000 1.000000 0.000000 
L000000 O.OQQQQO 1.000000 -0.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 i.oooooo -0.000000 
O r i g i n a l D a t a : 
000000 0.000000 1.000000 0,000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 
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； ！,000000 Q.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0,000000 1.000000 0.000000 
1.000000 0,000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q . Q 0 Q 0 Q Q 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q . 0 Q Q 0 Q 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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6. r>T<;riISSION 
6 . 1 . Application on real time situation 
Since the D i s c r e t e W a v e l e t Transform is 
computationally efficient and there are many signal points 
f
 i n r e
a l time, if implementing on a P - a l l e l m a c h i n e , th.s 
w i i l
 certainly m a k e the architecture and algorithm m a t c h . 
O n e m a i n difference is that there will be no boundary 
caiculation since the signal data Points are senerated 




. Two dimensional or multidimensional case 
This is actually the repetitive application of 
one dimensional DWT in more than one d i m e n s i o n . For 
J. 0 ： 1 r a s e we can calculate the x & example, in two dimensional case, we 
+ l x r T h i
 <5 rertainiy involve complex 
y
 directions concurrently. This c e r x a i m y 
. • c + r a t e g y . Of course, this may 
mapping and communication strategy. 
require a m o r e powerful processor, e.g. higher 
communication bandwidth, higher processing speed, etc. 
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6.3. Block Algorithm Approach 
For SIMD m a c h i n e , high speedup can be achieved by 
designing an algorithm based on data parallel approach, 
e.g. block algorithm for matrix-matrix m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . 
For D i s c r e t e W a v e l e t Transform ( m a trix-vector 
multiplication), there are two methods to implement block 
aigor ithm： 
6.3.1. Blocked 
For example, choose P 二 、 we have the LP & HP matrices and 
s i g n




A 1 1 processors perform the submatrix-subvector 
multiplication SIMULTANEOUSLY. The requirement is that the 
.m 
number of processor must be square of integer starting from 









 copies of signal are required for P >= 2 • For 
example, If P =紅， p r o c e s s o r s 1 & 3 have the first half 
while processors 2 &紅 have the second half. 
(ii) Arithmetic operation for P >=铋 is 
JL[JLm+(—-l>4+i4] 
yfP yfP yfP 
where m is row of matrix 
n is column of matrix 
A is Addition 
M is Multiplication 
(iii) Communication 
ACU to PEs： broadcast ONE copy of matrix and TWO 
copies of signal; 
PE to PE: FOUR exchange operations, i.e. 
1 <-> 2 & 3 <-> ^ and 紅一> 2 & 1 -> 3 
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6.3.2. Row Wrapped 
The rows are distributed to each processor 
evenly as shown below： 
n 
f[ r r n ( 





(i) Arithmetic operation is 
(ii) Communication 






: Four exchange operations are needed and shown 
below. 
! _> 2 2 -> 1 1 -> 3 3 -> 1 
3 _> 紅 , 4 一> 3， 2 —> 红 ， 紅 一 > 2 
(iii) Each processor need a WHOLE copy of signal. 
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6•红.Memory Requirement 
As can be seen from the section "RESULT", the 
13 
signal length can be as large as 2 6 2 1 ^ (2
1 8
) and 8192 (2 ) 
for PVM serial & parallel versions respectively (Note： no 
result for parallel version is recorded. 8192 is the test 
value used before the resceheduling of workstations in our 
department). But the maximum signal length under 
investigation is just 128 (2
7
) for both DECmpp serial & 
parallel versions. The reason behind this limitation is 
certainly the memory availability during run time. As will 
b e
 mentioned in section "Appendix II", due to restricted 
usage of massively parallel computer, the DPU memory are 队 
a n d
 8K at daytime and night respectively. The total memory 
required in my wavelet program is as follows： 
1+5 _ 









_ 6 _ 
Starting from the top l e v e l , there are totally iog.l levels. 
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tofc^ , 
Total Memory = (-^-+5)] - (/
+
5) 




For e x a m p l e , by substituting the tested limit value (192) 
into the a b o v e e q u a t i o n , we get: 
Total M e m o r y = 10 log
 2
( 1 9 2 ) + 3(1 + 192) units 
: 6 5红 . 8 5 units 
Since the d a t a type used is D O U B L E , the size of m e m o r y 
required is e q u i v a l e n t to 65^.85 x 2 INTEGER, i.e. 1310， 
w h i c h is quiet closed to the limit ( 1957) tested by 
a l l o c a t i n g m e m o r y for an array with variable s i z e . The 
above limit is tested after setting the PE m e m o r y to 8 K . 
T h e r e are several strategies to increase the size of the 
signal vector： 
( a ) s e p a r a t e the LOW PASS and HIGH PASS calculations； 
(b) O N E PE for one row of m a t r i x , i.e. m a x . signal size = 
(number of PE - 5)x 2 and assume that each PE p e r f o r m s 
both 
Low Pass & H i g h pass calculations； 
• • + : 十 he signal vector can be deleted 
(
c
) For d e c o m p o s i t i o n , tne sigimi vc 
once 
the first level calculation is f i n i s h e d . M o r e o v e r , only 
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the bottom two level approximation coefficients and all 
d e t a i l c o e f f i c i e n t s a r e k e p t . For r e c o n s t r u c t i o n , the 
preceding approximation and detail coefficients can be 
deleted once the calculation for that level is finished 
(see section 6.5.1. for more detail memory requirement 
calculation)； 
(d) Two PEs per row； 
(e) All PEs are used； 
(f) More than one PE are used for each row; 
(
g
) All bytes are u s e d . 
Among the above mentioned strategies, (a) & (d) have the 
drawback that the communication time is inevitably 
increased. Lets consider some combination of the above 
strategies• 
(a), (e) & (g) ： 0.5(64 x 1024) >= 1 + 5 + LP filter size 
A N D 
0 . 5 1 + 5 = 铋 0 9 6 




) : 0.5(6^ x 1024) >= i + 5 + 6 + 6 A N D 
0 . 5 1 + 5 = 8 1 9 2 
1 <= 1637铋 (LARGEST) 
( e
) , (f) & (g) : 0.5(64 x 1024) > = 3 1 + 3 + 1 0 log
2
l AND 
8 1 9 2 > = 1 " 
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1 <= 8187 
(
g
) ： 64 x 102I+ x 0.5 >二 31 + 3 + 10 iog
2
l 
1 <= 10850 
T h e r e f o r e , the m a x i m u m predicted size of signal vector is 
1637k. In practical case, the size will be smaller because 
some memory is needed to store some global v a r i a b l e s , 
indirect a d d r e s s e s , e t c . 
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6 . 5 . Signal Size Prediction 
6 . 5 . 1 . M e t h o d A 
For d e c o m p o s i t i o n , if at each level, the input 
vector is >= next level's approximation & detail 
c o e f f i c i e n t s , then the m a x i m u m run time m e m o r y is for the 
storage of input v e c t o r , present level's approximation & 
detail coefficients and all previous level's detail 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . The analysis is as follows： 
At first level： m e m o r y = (1+5) + 2(1/2+5) 
At second level: m e m o r y = (i/2+5) + 2(1/4+5) + (i/2+5) 






 2 ( 1 / ^ 5 ) A N D 1/2 + 5 >= 2(i/8+5) A N D 1/8 + 5 >: 
2 ( 1 / 1 6 + 5 ) A N D .• 
i >
=
 ！o A N D 1 >= 20 A N D 1 >= W A M D 
Since the signal length should be the m u l t i p l e of 2 , then 
,
> = 1 6
 A N D 1 >= 32 ^ D 1 >- 64 AND 
• • 
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But for 1 = 16， total level is k and the tree s t r u c t u r e is 
as follows: 
signal ： 16+5 
1st level: 8+5 8+5 
2nd level: 4+5 ^+5 
3rd level: 2+5 2+5 
4th level: 1+5 1+5 
T h e r e is not enough m e m o r y in calculating level 3 (13 >= 
7 + 7 is f a l s e ) . H e n c e the m a x i m u m run time m e m o r y should 
equal to the s u m m a t i o n of m e m o r y for storing ail detail & 
b o t t o m two level a p p r o x i m a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
Total Decomposition Memory = j ) + 510&/ + 6 + 7 ( 6 . 2 ) 
For r e c o n s t r u c t i o n , similar analysis gives 
Total ReconstrucHon Memory = Z(卜7) + +  6 ( 6 • 3 ) 
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6 . 5 . 2 . M e t h o d B 
M e m o r y limitation can be further reduced by 
w r i t i n g i n t e r m e d i a t e results to output f i l e . In 
d e c o m p o s i t i o n , detail coefficients & input data at each 
level can be saved and deleted r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then the run 
time m e m o r y at each level will be the summation of signal 
m e m o r y and first level a p p r o x i m a t i o n & detail c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
At first level: m e m o r y required 二 21+15 
At second level: m e m o r y required = 1+15 
At b o t t o m level： “ “
 = 2 x 2 + 1 5 
T h e r e f o r e , m a x i m u m run time m e m o r y is that at first level 
for 1>=2-
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7 . C O N C L U S I O N 
: There are many approaches to speedup the DWT and 
we can divide it into two m a i n categories： hardware and 
software• 
For hardware a p p r o a c h , one possibility may be 
using DSP (Digital Signal P r o c e s s o r ) . Since the DSP has one 
cycle instruction and many instructions are specially 
designed for doing arithmetic intensive operations like 
m a t r i x m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . But the actual performance must be 
experimented before saying that DSP is suitable. 
For software a p p r o a c h , we have to devise a good 
a l g o r i t h m which may be sequential, parallel or m i x e d . 
Depending on the a p p l i c a t i o n , sequential 
a l g o r i t h m should be the easiest approach because there is 
n o
 new features added in the programming work like that in 
parallel p r o g r a m m i n g . W e just use the specific DSP 
instructions. Of c o u r s e , different DSP will have different 
p e r f o r m a n c e , but this depends on how the chip is 
implemented, like doing multiplication by bit shifting or 
looped a d d i t i o n . 
For parallel algorithm, the m o s t difficult task 
is to partition the sequential algorithm into small program 
segments which can be executed concurrently. This 
inevitably involves communication between all P r o c e s s o r s 
(Nodes and H o s t ) . To be a good parallel a l g o r i t h m , the 
ratio of processing time to communication time (quality 
f a c t
o r ) should be m a x i m i z e d . B e s i d e s , we have to m a k e the 
.m 
load as balance as possible and keep each processor with 
m i n i m u m idle t i m e . Speedup is also a factor that m u s t be 
looked u p o n . It seems that there is no parallel algorithm 
superior to other algorithms in all aspects, so a good 
algorithm will highly depend on the situation. 
In our c a s e , the DWT is quite similar to Gaussian 
Elimination (GE) which is successfully implemented on many 
parallel m a c h i n e s . Parallelizing DWT is basically similar 
to G E . But just like other parallel program, the best 
I result will only be obtained if the problem size is large 
enough (see section 3.1.1. for theoretical description and 
do the following comparison to verify experimentally). 
I From sections 紅& 5， we can see that the results 
match the predicted timing model quite w e l l . The 
comparisons are as follows: 
F i g . 4.2(b) & F i g . 4.2(b)-1 F i g . 5.2(c) 
Fig. “.2(c) & F i g . ^.2(c)-l Fig. 5.2(b) 
F i g . ^.2(f) & F i g . ^.2(f)-l Fig. 5.2(d) 
A s c a
n be seen in these figures, the larger the signal 
size, the higher the quality factor. This verifies that 
b e t t
e r result will only be obtained if the Problem size is 
l a r g e
, since for small size problem, the communication time 
!
：
 W i i l be c o m p a r a b l e with the arithmetic time. 
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Row wrapped method is chosen instead of blocked 
method in my implementation because they both have the same 
number of communication time (four exchange operations as 
I mentioned in section 6.3.1.(iii) & 6.3.2.(ii)). Besides, 
row wrapped method has smaller arithmetic time. By the way, 
I load balancing is achieved since each processor is 
responsible for almost equal number of rows in each level. 
It is found that SHARED memory machine is MORE 
SUITABLE than DISTRIBUTED memory machine because of the 
foilowing reasons: 
I (i) difficult to program in distributed memory machine 
(
W
i l l be easy when the autoparai1izer is mature or a better 
r compiler like PARALLAX I S
[ 30 ]
 is used)； 
(ii) limited PE memory (4k during day time & 8k at night)； 
(iii) duplicated copies of data structure in each PE. 
Although the total size of local memory of PE is comparable 
with that of the shared memory machine, effective size is 
just equal to that of each P E . Since each PE need to have 
one copy of data structure to continue the calculation. In 
fact, not a complete copy is required, e.g. x
t
 & 〜 a r e not 
required by processor 1 in the second multiplication (see 
t h e
 LP m a t r i x ) . But this only saves at most 20% memory 
size. If only ACU holds one copy of data structure, the 
overhead on communication is very large since each PE need 
to fetch data from ACU at each level of calculation. This 
i n
 turn may affect the application on real time signal. 
In other words, the distinctive feature to choose 
which machine is the memory size, not the speedup in this 
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case since PVM is an simulation software and DECmpp is a 
m a s s i v e l y parallel m a c h i n e . 
M o r e o v e r , from the programmer' s point of v i e w , 
shared m e m o r y m a c h i n e is superior to distributed memory 
m a c h i n e because the programmer need not consider the low 
level processing like methods of communication as in DECmpp 
(Xnet or Router)• 
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8 . FUTURE MODIFICATION 
In the present implementation, I found that the 
m e m o r y requirement for each node processor is quite large 
since each processor have to keep one whole copy of the 
j
 i n
p u t signal v e c t o r . The next step should try to minimize 
\ the data storage because not all the elements in the input 
signal vector are required. This of course will increase 
the complexity of the algorithm but this is worth doing 
because it saves much memory space when it is applied in 
I real time c o n d i t i o n . Other methods mentioned in section 
& 6.5 can also be implemented and tested, 
f For real time application, one should note that 
^ there is no need to take special calculation at the start 
a n d
 end of signal since data is available continuously. 
Each dot product only involves 6 input data Points and LPF 
& HPF v e c t o r s . If the calculated intermediate results are 
saved to file immediately, then the 
_ P 
Minimum Data Rate = 咖 yect0r-yector calculation time + I/O time 
a s s u m i n g the m a c h i n e a l l o w simultaneous write operations at 
different locations• 
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j M o r e o v e r , the suitability of real time 
丨 application needs to be tested because there will be at 
m o s t 16 users using the D E C m p p . My experience tells m e that 
the waiting time will be significant (as high as several 10 
I s e c o n d s ) . Even if the whole machine is used by ONE user and 
all 6k Kbytes are available, the m a x i m u m predicted signal 
s i z e
 is <365^00 (see section 6.5.1). For 100kHz sampling 
r a
t e , this size just lasts for 0.654 second. Whether this 
time is enough for a program to loop once or not needs to 
be tested. 
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LISTING 
The program of both PVM and DECmpp machines are 
stored on the attached floppy disk. Both machines have both 
sequential & parallel verisons and they are stored in the 
subdirectories named \serial & \paraliel respectively. For 
PVM, filenames are "pvm\parallel\wthost_o.c" & 
I " p v m \ p a r a i l e l \ w t n p ? — o . c " (? stands for 1,2,3 or k) and 
p v m \ s e r i a l \ w _ v s i g 3 . c . For DECmpp version， filenames are 





Technical Information of PVM 
(i) The PVM package contains the following files: 
(a) pvmd: the daemon for P V M , must be in execution 
before running user program； 
(b) libpvm.a：the user library for P V M , users program 
must link to it; 
(c) host: the files listing the node names running PVM 
sof twar e； 
(d) rhosts: the files naming the PVM host machine； 
(e) hp.c: the source code for a simple example HOST 
proggram； 
(f) np.c: the source code for a simple example NODE 
program； 
(g) makefile：the sample make file for compilation and 
I inking hp.c and np.c； 




~/pvm 7 p v m 
7 p v m / s r c ^/pvm/src 
^ / p v m / s r c / S U N ^ / l i b p v m . a ^/pvm/src/SUN^/pvmlib.a 




- c o p y the file pvmd to the directory /tmp/pvm for ail HOST 
machine and NODE m a c h i n e s . Make sure that this file is 
executable； 
- C o p y the file host to the user home directory of the Host 
m a c h i n e . Make sure that this file contains the valid node 
names of the machines that are running the PVM software. 
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R e m e m b e r that the first line m u s t be the HOST m a c h i n e name； 
- C o p y the file rhosts to the directory /tmp/pvm of all 
N O D E m a c h i n e s . R e n a m e this file to be . rhosts hence this 
file will be h i d d e n . Check that this file contains the name 
of the HOST m a c h i n e only； 
- C o p y the files h p . c , n p . c and m a k e f i l e to the directory 
~ / t m p / p v m / p r g • 
The p r o g r a m is ready to run by typing the following 
command: 
、 /tmp/pvm/pvmd host & 
To kill P V M , kill the process in the HOST m a c h i n e . Ai i 
other processes in the N O D E m a c h i n e will be killed a l s o . 
(iv) PVM C user routines 
int barrier(char *barrier—name， int num) 
- blocks caller until num calls with same barrier 
name m a d e . Returns < 0 if e r r o r . 
int enroll(char *component一name) 
- enrolls process in PVM and returns instance 
n u m b e r ( > = 0 ) if successful or <0 if error. 
int g e t [ t y p e ] ( [ t y p e ] *x， int num) 
- extracts num values of datatype [type] from 
received m e s s a g e and assigns it to x, e.g. 
g e t n f l o a t ( x , 5 ) . Returns i if buffer e m p t y , 
[type] m u s t be n i n t , n f l o a t , n d f l o a t , ncplx， 
n d c p l x , s t r i n g , or b y t e s . 
int initiatem(char ^object_fi1e), char ^machine) 
- i n i t i a t e s a process on the specified m a c h i n e 
and returns instance number (>=0) if 
s u c c e s s f u l or < 0 i f error. I f m a c h i n e : " ， 
m 
then initiating machine is used. 
void initsend() 
- initializes send buffer. 
void leave() 
- p r o c e s s exiting PVM. 
int probe(int msgtype) 
- p r o b e for message arrival of specified type or 
、、’ any, if msgtype : -1 . Returns message type or 
-1 (not arrived). 
int probemulti(int num, int *msgtypes) 
I - same as probe, but permits specifying an array 
of num message types. 
int put[type]([type] *ptr, int num) 
_ inserts num values beginning at ptr into send 
buffer. Returns -1 if out of memory, [type] 
must be nint, nfloat, ndfloat, ncplx, ndcplx, 
string, or bytes. 
int rcv(int msgtype) 
- receives a message of specified type or 'any' 
if msgtype 二 _1(blocking). Returns actual 
message type. 
int rcvinfo(int -bytes, int M s g t y p e , char -component, 
int *instance) 
{ 一 returns the length, type, and sender of last 
r c v
 or probe. Returns -1 if rev or probe not 
cali ed• 
int rcvmulti(int num, int -msgtypes) 
_
 s a m e
 as rev, but permits specifying an array of 
num message types• 
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void ready(char *enent一name) 
- s e n d s signal with specified (abstract) name. 
int snd(char *component, int instance, int msgtype) 
- s e n d s message in send buffer to the specified 
instance of component. If instance = -1，then 
broadcast to all instances. Returns < 0 if 
error. 
int status tchar *component，int instance) 
- r e t u r n s 1 if specified component is active, 0 
otherwise. 
int terminate(char *component, int instance) 
- terminates a specified component. Returns < 0 
if error. 
void waituntii(char *event一name) 
- suspends caller until specified signal name 
occurs. 
int whoami(char ^component, int ^instance) 
- r e t u r n s component name and instance. Returns -1 
if not enrolled. 
m 
(v) Samples 
#****************** The Make file ************* 
PLIB = .. /src/SUN4/libpvm.a 
IDIR = .. /SUN4 
SDIR = 
cc = cc 





$(CC)$(CFLAGS) -0 hp $(SDIR)/hp.c $(PLIB)$(LIBS) 
mv hp $(IDIR) 
np:$(SDIR)/np.c$(PLIB) 
$(CC)$(CFLAGS) -0 np $(SDIR)/np.c $(PLIB)$(LIBS) 
mv np $(IDIR) 
/********** The example HOST program *******/ 
#include<stdio.h> 
tl i nc 1 ude<ma th. h> 
ma i n ( ) 
{ 
int i, nproc, msgtype, mynum, inst; 
double result, resultl,result2,datal[50],data2[50]; 
mynum = enroll("hp"); 
inst = i nitiate("np ft ,NULL); 







msgtype = 1.; 




m s g t y p e = 3； 
snd("np",-l，msgtype)； 
p r i n t f ( " D a t a A l r e a d y S e n t ! , Waiting for R e s u l t . . A n " )； 
m s g t y p e : 2; 
rcv(msgtype)； 
g e t n d f i o a t ( & r e s u l t “ ； 
m s g t y p e 二 紅； 
rcv(msgtype)； 
getndfloat(&result2)； 
result = (resultl+resuit2)/2; „ … 
printf( " T h e average of 0 - 99 is ： %e\n ，result); 
} 、- V 
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mynum = enroll{"np"); 
msgtype = 1; 
rcv{msgtype); 
get n d f loa t (,.d a tal , 50) ; 
rcvinfo{&bytes,&msgtype,host,&hostnum); 





/********** Program to calculate the average ***********/ 
for (i=O; i<50; i++) 
sum1 = suml + datal[i]; 
for (i=O; i<50; i++) 
sum2 = sum2 + data2[i]; 
initsend(); 
putndfloat{&suml,l); 
msgtype = 2; 
snd{host,hostnum, msg ty~e ) ; 
initsend(); 
putndfloat{&sum2,1); 
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1. Introd^GtLoivtq Massively Parallel, Computer 
- can be defined as a computer system with more than 1000 processors that runs 
in parallel 
- SIMD (Single Instruction Stream, Multiple Data Stream) 
� : one single instruction stream is processed serially, but all processors 
execute the same instruction simultaneously to operate on independent 
data . 
； suitable for applications in which the same operations are being 
performed on thousands of data points simultaneously 
- MIMD (Multiple Instruction Stream, Multiple Data Stream) 
. E a c h processors may have its own instruction and data for execution 
； suitable for most applications 
: No successful commercial product 
2. System Overview 
_ DEC MPP 12000 Massively Parallel Computer … . ‘ 人, 
- SIMD 
2.1 Hardware 
- separated into FRONT END and BACK END 
- FRONT END: 
DEC 5900 server 
- standard Ultrix system server 
- upgradable to ALPHA CPU (10 times faster) 
- 280 MB RAM 
- 1.33 GB Harddislc 
- provides the MPP with operating system, I/O support, a 
network environment and graphical utilities 
_ perform sequent ia l /scalar operation in Fortran environment 
- BACK END (Data Parallel Unit DPU): 
- 2 entities: Array Control Unit and PE array-
Array Control Unit (ACU) 
- 14 MIPS processor 
_ ！ MB instruction memory, 4 GB virtual memory 
_ 128 KB data memory 
- control the interaction between FE and PE array 
_ . broadcast data, instruction to PE array 
- perform global reduction as well as global logical operation 
- perform sequential /scalar operation in C environment 
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PE array 
- currently 8192 processor 'elements (PEs), ,up to 16384 
- PEs in rectangular topology, 128x64 
- each element is a 1.8 MIPS processor with 64KB data memory 
- perform parallel computations 
I - Disk Array 
- 16 disks, totally 11.2 GB 
- 750 MB hot standby disk 
- maximum sustained transfer rate of 9 MB/sec 
2.2 System/User software on DEC MPP 
DECmpp Ultri^ c Operating System 
- DECmpp Parallel Programming Environment (contains the debugger, profiler, 
and visualizer) 
- Maspar Programming Language, a.parallel C compiler 
- Maspar Fortran, a parallel Fortran compiler (Fortran 90 + some features ot � 
Fortran. D) 
- Parallel Math Library 
- Image Processing Library 
- VAST2, an automatic Fortran 77 to 90 translator 
2.3 Some General Concepts 
- PEs iare arranged in a z 
- A PE in the trray can be identified by a pre-defined variable tproc in the 
DECmpp SX Programming Language (MPL). The coordinates of a PE are also 
stored in the two pre-defined variables ixproc and typroc. 
- Plural variables: „„ 
< variables allocated in the memory spaces of the PEs 
- exist in 
all PEs . „ 
- the mapping on the memory space is identical on all PEs 
j - A c t l v e sSeett:of p E s t h a t a r e a c t i v e a n d will perform the instruction received from 
‘ 一 ^ y A p E S i n active set can perform arithmetic, addressing and 
- 咖 be modified by plural octroi statements of 
I - When S f L t r u c t i o n is broadcasted from the ACU, all active PEs wiU fetch 
Operands from the same locations, perform the same operations and write the 
results to the same location. � 
2.4 Connection Methods 
- A common bus is used by the ACU to broadcast data and instructions to the 
PEs. Same number of clock cycles regardless of number of PEs. 
- A OR-Reduction network for the logical OR reduction of the PE data 
- X network (Xnet) 
- is used for communication between any PE and any other PE 
that lies on a straight line in one of the following directions: N, 
NE, E, SE, S SW, W, NW 
- the time taken for XNET communication is distance sensitive 
c • 
- The Global Router network 
- is used for communication between any two PEs in the array 
- half-duplex: connected PE may transmit in either direction 
_ the time taken for the Global Router communication is distance 
insensitive, but in most cases, it takes longer time than Xnet 
communication 
一 
3. MasPar Language (MPL) 
- superset of the original Kernighan-Ritchie "C" 
3.1 Compilation 
一 T O COmmlffilename.m (note that the file should use .m rather than 
_ To run, . , 
mplimit a.out pmem 4k (use 4k or RAM memory m each PE) 
a (or time a.out to get time information) 
3.2 main syntax extension: 
"plural" keyword: 
一 declares the same variable in each processor element 
_ since the processor elements are arranged in a 2-
dimensional grid, if originally your array is 1- or 2-
dimensional, use of "plural" keyword to spread it is 
straight forward, if your original array is of dimension 3 
or higher, then you can map 2 to the PE array and the 
rest as a dimension N-2 array in each processor element 
- you have to manage this spreading/mapping yourself. 
This is in contrast to MasPar Fortran where this is done 
automatically, i.e. automatic virtualization. This feature 
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will be available on C in later versions. 
- a variable declared without "plural" keyword stays in the 
ACU. (Note that for C language, the codes will reside on 
either the ACU or the PEs. This is contrast to Fortran, 
where scalar codes reside on the front end) 
- the variable declared with "plural" keyword resides on the 
RAM memory of each processor element unless you 
declare it with an additional keyword "register", in which 
case the variable will reside on a register (if not all are 
filled.) 
Other keywords: 
- long long: 64 bit integers 
_ structure like constructs for PE selection and communications: 
proc [index] .plural 一 object 
proc[x_ind] [y_ind] .plural 一 object 
.xnetW[distance].plural_object 
router [plural一 destination] .plural 一 object � 
- all: temporarily reactivates PEs removed from the active set 
_ visible: global name between front end workstation and 
backend 
3.3 Modes of operation 
- Stand-alone mode: 
. no explicit interaction with front end workstation 
- fopen, fread etc. access front end disk files 
- Maspar Fortran Subroutine Call mode 
_ will boost performance of Maspar Fortran code . 
- Front End C or F77 Subroutine Call mode 
_ front end workstation will work on sequential/scalar part, ACU and 
processor elements will work on data parallel part 
front end C or F77 compiler need not know anything about DECmpp, 
because it only considers the DECmpp as an I /O device and pass the 
work by a simple subroutine, e.g. "callRequest" to initiate operation, 
"blockin/blockout" to transfer data, etc. 
4. Maspar Fortran 
- first commercially available Fortran 90 compiler 
. contains certain features of Fortran D, or High Performance Fortran, which is 
t h e next generation Fortran compiler optimized for data parallel operations 
- a u t o m a t i c virtualization/compiler M A P directive 
_ scalar operations run in front end workstation, data parallel operations run m 
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back end 
- can call subroutines written in Maspar Parallel C to optimize certain codes 
4.1 Compilation 
- To compile, 
mpfortran/i'Zemime/-pesize=8 (-pesize=8 to use all 8192 PEs) 
- To run, 
mplimit a.out pmem 16k (set PE RAM memory size) 
a.out (or time a.out to get timing information) 
4.2 Data Parallel Operation 
_ define array as follows (must have comma and :: in the right positions) 
TYPE, ATTRIBUTE :: OBJECT LIST 
e.e. COMPLEX, DIMENSION(64/64) ：： A,B,C . ^ 
一 declares the variable A,B,C as complex arrays of dimension 64 x 
64 
- simplified operations 
e 2： A = X * Y . . 
务 to calculate X(IJ) ^ Y(IJ) for all I and J and put the result m 
( A(IJ) 
- automatic virtualization ， . 丄 丄 • „ 
if dimension is 1, then the array is spread evenly into the various PEs 
： if dimension is 2, then 1st. dimension is spread into the x dimension of 
the PEs 2nd dimension is spread into the y dimension of the PEs, if the 
n u m b e r of array elements exceed that of the PE dimensions, the 
variables are evenly distributed in that direction 
if dimension is 3 or above, then the first 2 dimensions are arranged in 
. the way described above, then the rest are extra dimensions m the 
processor element 
I • use compiler directive MAP to arrange the array in whatever way you like if 
this automatic virtualization scheme is not optimal 
4.3 Special features 
- WHERE loop (masked arrary assignment) 
- FORALL (element array assignment) c t d 而 、 
- a r r a y sect ioning syntax, e.g. V E C T ( F ^ T : ^ S T : S T R I D E ) 
S' - compiler Directives (start with CMPF on the first 4 columns) 
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to implement array elements mapping, front-end back-end interaction, 
etc. 
I - Transformation Functions: 
to transform an array into something else 
ejg. PRODUCT, SUM, MAXVAL, MINVAL, TRANSPOSE, 
DOTPRODUCT, etc. 
5. Libraries/Softwares 
5.1 Parallel Math Library 
_ General solvers, non-symmetric, non-sparse matrices with one or more 
right-hand-side vectors 
. FFT, 1-D and 2-D, forward and reverse 
- Linear algebra 
- real and complex arguments 
5.2 Image Processing Library � 
- Image arithmetic, logical operations 
_ Image processing, FFT, filtering, convolution, thresholding, translation, 
rotation, erosing, dilation, etc 
5.3 IMSL Math Library (beta version) 
- Linear solvers 
- Partial Differential Equation solvers 
一 FFT 
_ Operations on non-linear functions 
5.4 VAST-2 
... _ automatically converts Fortran 77 code to Fortran 90 
5.5 Maspar Parallel Programming Environment 
* - Symbolic Debugger 
_ concurrent debugging on front end and back end 
一 supports Ultrix C/Fortran, Maspar C, Maspar Fortran, and 
Maspar Assembler 
- Parallel Execution Profiler 
_ histograms of relative time spent in different programm lines, 
functions and modules 
- numeric information in terms of ticks or percentages 
- Visualization 
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- visualize data either as listing column or 2-dimensional map 
- socket access to third-party 3-dimensional visualization program 
AVS 
6. Hints on converting Fortran program for improved performance 
6.1 Using VAST-2 
6.2 Using special features of Maspar Fortran which always generate parallel 
codes 
- WHERE (masked array assignment) 
_ to mask out the evaluation of expressions and assignment of values 
syntax: � 
WHERE (logical一expr) army一variable = expression 
e.g. WHERE (A > 0.0) A = 1.0/A 
一 (A is an array of type. REAL) 
t6 ensures that a divide-by-zero action will not be done 
- FORALL (element array assignment) 
. a parallel array assignment statement in terms of elements or array 
sections 
Syn aX*FORALL (triplet一spec [,triplet_spec]…[mask_expr]) assignment一statement 
where 
- triplet一spec has the form 
subscript 一 n a m e = bwerbound:upperbound[: stride] 
_ mask^expr must be a scalar logical expression, and can reference 
the subscript一name 
- assignment一statement is 
army一element二expression or array一section=expression 
e.g. FORALL (I=1:N,J=1:N, A(IJ) .NE. 0.0) H(IJ)=1.0/A(I,J) 
一 Simplified operations on arrays 
S y n t a X : A = X + Y, A 二 X - Y, A W Y, A X / Y 
- Transformation Functions on arrays 
_ Using Assumed-Shaped Array feature for operation 
. Assumed-Shaped Array contains a colon for each dimension. 
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The upper bound is never specified but the lower bound can be. 
e.g. DO 100 1=1,100 DO 1001=1,100 
' X(I,:) = Y(IT10.5 DO 1001=1,100 
100 CONTINUE X(I,J) = Y(I)n0.5 
100 CONTTNIJE 
6.3 Using the Parallel Math Library and Image Processing Library 
- already in parallel codes 
v can be called from MPL and MP Fortran 
6.4 Using the Maspar Parallel Programming Environemnt 
- to locate the cgu-time consuming part 
- try to convert in parallel code 
6.5 References 
- MPL, MP Fortran f 
一 Maspar Parallel Programming Environment 
- Libraries 
- can be borrowed in our General Office (RR-223) 
7. Application for an account 
I；. . Obtain an application form from the General Office of Computer Centre (RR-
223) 
_ You should not come from the proscribed countries listed in the application 
form. 
- Photocopy of passport information � 
::.:� Informed by the CUHK (through e-mail) 
8. Usage Control 
- CPU time : maximum 72,000 seconds initially 
- Disk Storage : 30MB default 
- Runtime Memory size : 
daytime - 32 MB (4K x 8192) . 
night - 128 MB (16K x 8192) 
- Time Slot Allocation : 
9:00 AM to 9:00 PM 16 concurrent users 
9:00 PM to 9:00 AM 4 concurrent batch jobs 
- Maximum connection^time ： 
9:00 AM to 7m PM 2 hours 
PM to 9:00 AM 1 hour (Sunday & Hol iday) 
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9. How to Access 
(a) University of Hong Kong 
- Only one works tat ion in HKU can connect to the DECmpp 
hkuxl5: located in RR-108 
- Reservation 
: s i g n on the reservation sheet posted in RR-108 
: t e l e p h o n e (ext.2紅96) 
- Ask the operator to release the restriction before 
connecting to the DECmpp. 
: n e e d to sign on a log book 
一 Inform the operator when finish 
(b) The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
- Only one workstation in CU can connect to the DECmpp 
iesuri3: located in HSH-7 
- Enter the password to get in the room 
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10. Local R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s 
INSTITUTION P E E R REVIEW G R O U P R E P R R S E T A T I V E S 
BAPTIST C O L L E G E 
Fred H i c k e r n e l l 
T e l : - 3 3 9 - 7 0 1 5 
email: fred@math.hkbc.hk 
address： D r . Fred H i c k e r n e l l 
Head 
M a t h D e p a r t m e n t 
CHINESE U N I V E R S I T Y OF H O N G K O N G 
A l b e r t Lai 
Tel: 609-6261 
email： k y l a i @ e e . c u h k . h k 
address: D r . K.Y.Lai 




address: Eric Lo 
Information Engineering D e p t . 




email: c 1 acc(§cphkvx . c p h k . hk 
a d d r e s s : D r • A l b e r t Cheung 
Manager 
Faculty L a b o r a t o r y Center 
H O N G K O N G P O L Y T E C H N I C 
Peter Chiu 
T e l : 7 6 6 - 6 2 2 2 
e m a i l : e n p e t e r @ h k p c c . h k p . h k 
address： Peter Chiu 
Senior Lecturer 
E l e c t r o n i c E n g i n e e r i n g D e p t . 
H O N G K O N G U N I V E R S I T Y OF SCIENCE & T E C H N O L O G Y 
M a x Ivey 
Tel： 358-6182 
emai1: c c m a x @ u s t h k . u s t . h k 
address： D r . M a x Ivey 
C C S T 
LINGNAN C O L L E G E 
Brooke H i m s w o r t h 
Tei： 572-2226 
email： h i m s @ u 6 0 0 0 b . l n c . h k 
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address: D r . Brooke Himsworth 
Director 
Computer Services Center 




address： D r . Simon Lui 
Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering Department 
1 6 电 
A p p e n d i x III 
Some T i p ^ / G u i d e s 
(a) PVM 




2. N o 
compilation error is given but the m e s s a g e "segmentation 
fault(core dumped)" will be given w h e n r u n n i n g . R e p l a c e 
by log2X. 
- M u s t recompile all HOST & N O D E programs when changing 
the host & node m a c h i n e or the name order in the file 
H O S T is c h a n g e d , 
(b) D E C m p p 
_
 N
o t e that the function p_free(plural char *cp) takes a 
SINGULAR pointer to PLURAL data as its a r g u m e n t . Cannot 
use it to free plural pointer to plurai data from the 
foilowing statements: 
plural int ** plural pt； 
pt = (plurai int**)p_cailoc(6, sizeof(int*))； 
p
t
[ 0 ] = (plurai int*)p_calloc(2, sizeof(int))； 
w “ 
P t [ l ] = 
„ “ " 
T| ” 
p t [ 5 ] = 
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